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Abstract

This dissertation presents an exploratory multiple case study
conducted in a preschool center in the north-eastern part of
Puerto Rico.

The study explores in what ways four-year-old

children’s gender roles become apparent through play episodes,
focusing on the following research questions: 1. What
expressions of gender roles expectations are reflected in
children’s play?

2. How does culture influence or impact the

gender roles decisions made through play? 3. What are the boys’
and girls’ preferred activities and toys during play? 4. How do
parents perceive the culture (home, Puerto Rican, family, etc.)
in their children’s play? 5. How does the teacher see the
culture (home, Puerto Rican, family, etc.) in her student’s
play?
Play and gender roles are my basic concerns and interests
in the ECE field.

Sadly, research in Puerto Rico about gender

roles, play, and early childhood is practically non-existent
(Canales Guzman, 2008). The rationale behind this study is to
contribute to this new field by making an impact on parents,
teachers, principals, and others in the education of our
children, in relation to create awareness in equity and social
justice.
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This multiple case study was carried out in one classroom
of a preschool center in Carolina, Puerto Rico.
After observing and interacting with the whole group during
approximately two months, I chose the two boys and two girls
using two different criteria.

First, I wanted to have as my

cases the boys and girls who represented the rest of the group
in most ways. Second, I wanted children that are leaders, those
that call your attention immediately when entering the
classroom.
Data pertaining to children were obtained by three methods:
direct observation of play episodes dynamics, structured task
activities, and a focus group.

All of these methods were

directed toward describing children’s behaviors and beliefs
regarding gender-norms in the Puerto Rican culture and how their
beliefs expressed on the tasks and in the focus groups are
related to their social interaction and symbolical and object
actions in play episodes.
Secondly, the study focused on the voices of the parents
and the teacher.

This study investigated the four children’s

parents’ and their teacher’s understanding and ideas about
gender roles at home and school.

These data were compared with

the data obtained from children.
Discussion and interpretation of the findings was guided by
Rogoff’s cultural historical theory, Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological
iv

model, and Super and Harkness developmental niche framework.
The study generated evidence helpful in answering the five
research questions. Gender role socialization among children in
a Puerto Rican preschool center, specially seen in the dramatic
play, seems largely determined by traditional stereotyped gender
roles.

However, there were also some indications in parents and

teacher interview of tension, conflict, and change suggesting a
culture in transition.
An implication of this study is that it is our
responsibility to work with children during the early years and
use educational arrangement and play to foster gender equity in
society.
The biggest contribution to the ECE field is to explore
what is going on in our own Puerto Rican culture to start
creating awareness between our educators and parents about how
to create opportunities that promote and encourage equity and
social justice.
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Chapter I
Introduction

“So they went off together.

But wherever they go, and

whatever happens to them on the way, in that enchanted
place on top of the Forest, a little boy and his Bear will
always be playing”
Christopher Milne

Since I was a little girl I loved to play.

At home,

mom and dad always made sure I had a lot of playtime.

One

example is how I used to sit under the dinner table with my
dolls and pretend that I was the teacher and they were my
students.

Mom would also let me play with her little

bottles of nail polish.
could play with them.

She never threw them out so I

I had about fifteen and each one of

them had a name, a history and different characteristics.
I played for hours.
Playing outdoors was even more important and fun.

I

had my own tree that I climbed with my dolls and spent the
entire afternoon there.

I also created my own three-story

house in the bamboo trees nearby.

In the first floor I had

a living room and the kitchen, then I had to go down
through the “stairs” to the bedrooms, and the last floor
1

was the patio.

I had a lot of fun there until my younger

brothers were big enough to destroy it!
The interesting part is that, now that I think about
it, I can see a reflection of our culture, beliefs and
expectations through my play.

For example, the experiences

that my parents facilitated for me were different from
those for my brothers.

I, the only girl, was always

playing with my dolls; indoors or outdoors, they were
always with me.

Moreover, playing had always something to

do with a house, teaching, or cleaning; the Puerto Rican
cultural expectations for a girl.
different toys and themes.

My brothers had

This is consistent with Sutton

Smith‟s hypothesis “that role play allows children,
especially girls, to prepare for customary adult roles that
they are expected to assume, by imitating the easily
observed activities of the people around them” (Pope
Edwards, 2005, p. 93).
The central role of the family, another expectation of
our culture, was embedded in my play as well.

In my

“little bottles of nail polish game”, there was always a
story about family.

Each one of the bottles was a member

of the family and I still remember the bottles that
represented “mom” and “dad”, and how the other bottles
could not disagree with them and had to be together all the
2

time.
Based on my own experience I can assert that the early
years are the best ones to encourage play moments and see
through them the cultural context in which the young child
lives.

Consequently, I agree with the idea that the child

is an active architect of learning and development who
needs to be exposed to different experiences that will help
him or her develop physically, intellectually and socially
(Feldman, 2001).
In the spring of 1992 I decided that I wanted to make
a difference in children‟s life through the field of
education and particularly in early childhood education
(ECE).

We all know that the early stages of development

are critical.

From a historical perspective, philosophers

like Plato and Comenius emphasized the uniqueness and
significance of ECE (Wolfe, 2000), which gives us the
foundation for development.

From a scientific point of

view, brain research has demonstrated how the brain itself
can be altered in a positive or negative way, depending on
how we expose the child to certain experiences (Shore,
1997).
The reason I became a teacher was because I believed
that we, as educators, could change the world to be a
better place.

The irony is that I thought we were doing a
3

good job, but I was wrong! I did not realize that we were
teaching the “knowledge” that would perpetuate the power
structure that maintains divisions among people.

Francis

Bacon once said, “Knowledge is power”, but who decides what
or which knowledge?

Is that knowledge fair to everyone,

promoting equal opportunities for everyone in the
community?

In schools, teachers unwittingly perpetuate

one vision, just one reality of the world, that which is
natural and standard for the majority group (Banks, 2002).
As part of my education process I am now reflecting on
everything related to play, gender roles and early
childhood education.

That is crucial in order to learn,

understand, create awareness, and empower myself and others
in the process of social justice and equity, beginning with
our little ones in early childhood classrooms. A way to
define social justice in relation to equity in gender roles
is: guaranteeing ourselves and the educational system that
we are providing children with the same opportunities.
Creating awareness is the first step.

Trying to

explain to my family what I wanted to do in my study
created a bit of a fuss.
that is unnecessary.

I was talking about something

They believe that there is no such

thing as equity in gender.

Boys are boys and girls are

girls, and they need to behave accordingly.

It was an
4

interesting discussion that showed me how deep-rooted are
our beliefs, values, and attitudes with respect to gender
roles.
Significance of the study
Puerto Rico‟s society has well established
expectations for each gender.

These are the foundations

for stereotyped roles that limit equal opportunities for
both men and women.

Gender roles set up chores,

occupations, and social norms “appropriate” for each one.
Those roles are perpetuated and most of the time
discriminate and punish attempts to transform traditional
gender roles to create equity between genders (Puerto Rico
Bureau for the Defense of Women Office).
In addition, in Puerto Rico, we have a serious
domestic violence problem.

According to the Statistical

Office of the Police Department, in 2007 there were 19,222
registered cases of domestic violence and 17,671 in 2008.
These are alarming numbers.
In schools, the system perpetuates what is natural and
standard for the majority group (Banks, 2002) in the
process of molding the adults in our society.

Needless to

say, this is an urgent problem that we have to address.

A

preschool setting is an essential part in the formation of

5

our children because they spend a lot of time there.

That

space and time frame allows for the transmission of
attitudes, knowledge, experiences, and values (Canales
Guzmán, 2008).

Furthermore, in that time that the children

spend in the preschool center they can rehearse different
behaviors that let them construct their gender (Rodríguez,
Hernández & Peña, 2004).

Exploring this gender role

construction in the early years setting can give us a
glimpse of how we can modify certain behaviors to avoid
unfairness and inequity in the future.
Teachers in Puerto Rico‟s preschools will have to be
prepared to change or complement the biased or dated
children‟s books, toys, and films, and to identify persons
who can represent positive role models.

They will also

have to examine school practices and find different ones in
areas such as curricular activities or student discipline
(Bennett, 2003).

To be able to do that, teachers need to

have knowledge about cultural diversity (which includes
gender roles), history, current events, and also be aware
of their own prejudices.

Otherwise, inadvertently, they

will hinder the personal development and academic success
of many students (Bennett, 2003).
Likewise, I believe that this topic is very relevant
to the teachers in the mainland (USA).

Puerto Ricans were
6

granted official American citizenship in 1917 as a result
of the Jones Act and that citizenship allows Islanders to
migrate freely to the mainland (Diaz Soto & Negrón, 1994).
Consequently, teachers in the continental USA need to be
aware of the differences in gender roles of Puerto Rican
children as well as other Latin-Americans.
The Hispanic population in the United States increased
by 57.9 percent from 22.4 million in 1990 to 35.3 million
in 2000, compared with an increase of 14.2 percent for the
total U.S. population.

Population growth varied by group

and Puerto Ricans increased by 24.9 percent, from 2.7
million to 3.4 million (Guzman, 2001). These projections
have serious implications for our educational system
because it entails that most teachers will have students
from diverse ethnic, racial, and language groups in their
classrooms (Gay, 2000), including a good proportion from
Puerto Rico.
Therefore, the significance of this study lies in the
attempt to develop a more comprehensive understanding of
the ways the gender roles operate systematically in early
childhood settings, and also the ways in which play can be
used to foster equity and social justice.
Children like to play, so by observing, focusing, and
reflecting on children play episodes, teachers can use that
7

as a tool to gain cultural knowledge about their students
and create a classroom climate of equity and social
justice.

But it is important to clarify, that this

doesn‟t occur automatically. The educators need to have an
understanding of what needs to be observed, focused on, and
reflected upon.

That‟s why it is important to do this

exploratory study, to know where we are and in what
direction we need to move. If we want to create equity and
social justice we need to provide children with the same
opportunities in terms of gender roles expectations.

In

the desire for making equal opportunities, teachers can
produce more informal and intentional teaching practices
that can lead to a more social equity.
Consequently, the findings of this study will help
early childhood educators in Puerto Rico as well in the
Mainland to be more reflective about their own beliefs and
teaching practices in a preschool setting. The study will
also help to validate the use of play as a window of
cultural knowledge.

Justification of the study
Play and gender roles are my basic concerns and
interests in the ECE field.

Sadly, research in Puerto Rico

about gender roles, play, and early childhood is
8

practically non-existent (Canales Guzman, 2008). The
rationale behind this study is to contribute to this new
field by making an impact on parents, teachers, principals,
and others in the education of our children, in relation to
creating awareness in equity and social justice.
My general objective is to promote a clear
understanding of how crucial and critical are the first
eight years in the life of a human being.

But my main

objective is to establish our responsibility in preparing
joyful, constructive, hands on, free, and play based
activities that enable children to learn gender equity and
justice in a very natural way, that will prepare them to
develop successfully through school and life.
Accordingly, this study aims to explore the different
ways that gender roles emerge in play episodes and how that
information allows teachers to create equity and fairness
in early childhood settings.

Research questions
This study focused in two areas:
gender roles.

play in ECE and

The general research question was: In what

ways do four year old children‟s gender roles become
apparent through play episodes in a preschool center in
Puerto Rico?

The following research questions were
9

addressed as subtopics of the general one:
1. What expressions of gender roles expectations are
reflected in children‟s play?
2. How does culture influence or impact the gender roles
decisions made through play?
3. What are the boys and girls preferred activities and
toys during play?
4. How do parents perceive the culture (home, Puerto
Rican, family, etc.) in their children‟s play?
5. How does the teacher see the culture (home, Puerto
Rican, family, etc.) in her student‟s play?

10

Chapter II
Review of the literature

The purpose of this review is to summarize
knowledge that is pertinent to this dissertation and
familiarize the reader with the state of research in the
field.

But first, it is important to address the

theories or conceptual frameworks that structure this
study.
A conceptual framework is an analytic strategy that
describes a phenomenon in an organized way to provide a
coherent description of what is going to be study, which
in this case is related to early childhood, play and
gender roles.

It is important to find a theory that

presents a framework for understanding the interactions
among a methodical set of facts or principles occurring
in the classroom (Feldman, 2001).

That framework

represents the “system of concepts, assumptions,
expectations, beliefs, and theories that supports and
informs the research” (Maxwell, 2005, p. 33).
Accordingly, I am going to frame this study within the
cultural historical theory, the ecological theory and
the developmental niche theory. All three of these
theoretical perspectives recognize the significance of
11

context during the early years and the role of others in
children‟s gender role construction.

In addition, the

following pages will focus on four major topics that are
pertinent to my study:

early childhood, play, gender

roles, and Puerto Rican culture.

Theoretical frameworks
It is imperative to look more closely at the
interconnections among play, culture, gender roles, and
behavior in the children‟s own experiences in the
preschool settings, as well as in their relations with
others.

My main interest is to explore and understand

what happens in play in terms of gender roles within a
broad range of cultural contexts.

As Thorne (1993)

clearly describes, children pick up the gender
stereotypes that pervade in books, songs, advertisement,
television programs, and movies.

In addition, peer

groups, steeped in cultural ideas about what it is to be
a girl or a boy, also perpetuate gender-typed play and
interaction.

In short, if boys and girls behave

differently, it is not because they were born that way
but because they were molded that way; or in
sociocultural terms appropriated these actions and
intensions or patterns of thinking, feeling, and doing
12

linked to their gender or sex status.
Based on that premise, we need to use theoretical
frameworks that recognize the reciprocal influence of
individuals and their environments. To be able to seek a
clear understanding of the focus of this research I need
to frame my research in conceptual frameworks that guide
me in contextualizing my study and that helps to
interpret my findings. To do this, I will rely on
cultural historical theory, Bronfenbrenner's ecological
model and Super and Harkness's developmental niche
theory.

Cultural Historical theory
When a child is playing in a preschool educational
setting this is a different experience than playing at
home or at a public playground. It is important to take
into consideration the context in which children are
playing (Pramling-Samuelsson & Fleer, 2009).

In this

research I studied how the gender roles in preschool
children emerged through their play.

I could not

research this as a separate entity stripped from the
children social context.

What a child does in his or

her play episode is intrically related to his or her
cultural surroundings. Because of this, the Cultural
13

Historical theory was one of the lenses that I used to
study children‟s play.

This theory “assumes that

individual development must be understood in, and cannot
be separated from, its social and cultural-historical
context” (Rogoff, 2003, p. 50).
Rogoff‟s writing on cultural historical theory
encourages researchers to collect data in relation to
personal, interpersonal, and institutional or cultural
dimensions (Pramling-Samuelsson & Fleer, 2009). Because
I considered this a good way to get a holistic view of
what I studied, I used the same dimensions. Rogoff
(2003) used a series of visual representations to
clarify her ideas.
The personal dimension focused on the child, which
is foregrounded with information about the child as an
individual focus of analysis.

But, at the same time,

when you focus on the child surroundings, you have
available the interpersonal and the culturalinstitutional information that you need to analyze and
understand what the child is doing (Rogoff, 2003).
If you want to focus, not in what the child is
actually doing, but on the relations between the people
that are around him, you need to look for the
interpersonal focus of analysis. But again, to really
14

understand what is going on in the interpersonal
dimension, you need to have a sense of the individual
child and the cultural information (Rogoff, 2003).
The last of the foci of analysis is the cultural
institutional dimension.

A researcher using this focus

of analysis will concentrate in particular people and
things or artifacts and processes in the setting that
reflect cultural, institutions and customs.

For

example, the social and educational practices that take
place in the educational setting of my research contain
symbols and entities.

Constitutes and reflect Puerto

Rican culture and heritage.
Barbara Rogoff‟s theory helps me to focus my
attention on these three levels in turn instead of
trying to analyze everything at the same time. This is a
helpful analytic strategy or conceptual approach that
she is recommending.

Thinking about actions and objects

in terms of three dimensions:

individual,

interpersonal, and institutional.

Bronfenbrenner‟s Ecological Model
The second lens I used to do my research is the
Bronfenbrenner‟s Ecological Model.

The preschoolers I

did my research with are in constant interaction with
15

external factors, not only the teacher or the family.
This model discusses the child‟s development within the
context of the system of relationships that organize his
or her surroundings.

Urie Bronfenbrenner (1981) defined

the ecology of human development as:
“The progressive, mutual accommodation between an
active, growing human being and the changing
properties of the immediate settings in which the
developing person lives, as this process is
affected

by relations between these settings, and

by the larger contexts in which the settings are
embedded” (p. 21).
In the Ecological model, Bronfenbrenner describes a
set of circles in which the smaller one is inside a larger
one, which in turn is inside another, and so on. That
represents four aspects of the milieu in which the child
acts.

The first one is the microsystem, the smallest

circle, which represents the child‟s immediate experiences
such as family, home, community and school. The second
circle in the model is the mesosystems, which include the
relationships that the child has in his or her microsystem;
for example, the relationship between the family and the
teachers at school (Lytle, 2003).

The next circle

representing the third facet of the ecology is the
16

exosystem.

This system represents the settings in which

children do not directly participate but are very
influential, like parents‟ work or mass media.

The

macrosystem is the last layer, the big circle that contains
the others.

Ideologies and organizations of social

institutions of the culture are present here (Rogoff,
2003).

Figure 1 illustrates Bronfenbrenner‟s ecological

system.

Figure 1. Bronfenbrenner‟s Ecological system graphic
representation:

Based on that description, in my study the microsystem
consists of the participant‟s family and the preschool
center that they attend and in which the study took place.

17

The mesosystem includes the interactions that the teacher
and the center personnel have with the parents and family
of the children. The exosystem contains external factors
that affect the children in some way, like parents‟ work
and the programs they watch on television. Finally, the
macrosystem comprises cultural symbols, social
institutions, history, values and beliefs.
Since I am interested in exploring gender roles
through children‟s play episodes in an early childhood
setting in Puerto Rico, it is fundamental to establish the
importance of the context in which the participants are
active on a daily basis.

Nevertheless, this theory might

be somewhat rigid by establishing four different layers.
Consequently, I realized that it is indispensable to add
another theory, one that is more dynamic and can complement
the Ecological model, simultaneously providing other
theoretical lenses to describe each child.

Super and Harkness‟Developmental Niche theory
The Developmental Niche theory allows parsing the
child‟s daily environment in which the play episodes take
place. The theory relates the systematic organization of
human environments provided by cultures to the daily
microenvironment that influences early development (Super &
18

Harkness, 1986). Each child has his or her own niche.
The developmental niche is formed by three subsystems
that work concurrently as a larger system.

Super and

Harkness (2002) describe those subsystems as the physical
and social settings, the culturally regulated customs of
child rearing, and the psychology of the caretakers. Those
subsystems have the task of being mediators between the
child‟s daily experiences and the larger culture (Super &
Harkness, 1997).
The first subsystem describes the physical and social
settings in which the preschooler lives or spends a lot of
time, like the preschool center. Super and Harkness (1997)
explain how those settings are important in shaping what
the child does in the classroom, not only through the kinds
of activities that the center promote, but also in the
expectations of all who are present there.

The persons who

interact in the preschool setting also influence the
interactions that take place there; for example, the
interactions between teachers, parents, and peers.

In

addition, the opportunities the child has to enter or leave
a specific area of the classroom could be framed by
cultural expectations.
The second subsystem, and the one in which I will
focus, consists of the culturally regulated customs of
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childcare and childrearing.

Based on this subsystem, the

parents and teachers tend to preserve the culture without
being consciously aware.

The practices they use to take

care of a child are closely related to the cultural setting
(Lytle, 2003) and could perpetuate a message without
knowing it.
The third subsystem is the psychology of the
caretaker, which is based on the beliefs, expectations, and
goals of the person taking care of the child, whether it‟s
the parents or the teachers.

In other words, it refers to

the experience of parenting, what they consider as the
needs of their children, their goals of rearing, and their
understanding of effective ways to relate with a child
(Lytle, 2003). Figure 2 illustrates the Super and Harkness‟
Developmental Niche theory.

Figure 2. Super and Harkness‟ Developmental Niche theory
graphic representation:
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Based on this paradigm, in my study the first
subsystem would be the preschool setting in which the study
takes place and the interactions between teachers and peers
while playing.

Johnson, Christie, and Yawkey (1999)

described how Super and Harkness proposed that children‟s
interactions while playing can‟t be understood apart from
the settings in which they occur.
The second subsystem reflects the practices the
teacher decides to implement in the classroom and how she,
without knowing it, could be perpetuating stereotyped
gender roles.
And the third subsystem could be the way the teacher
organizes and structures the activities in the classroom
based on her own beliefs.

The interactions between the

teacher and the parents could also be a reflection of their
ideals.

Clearly, children play episodes are influenced not

only by the social and physical setting, but also by the
beliefs, attitudes, and values related to play that
teachers and parents have (Johnson, Christie, & Yawkey,
1999).
In the following section I will present the necessary
concepts to facilitate understanding and delineate the
scope of my study.
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Key concepts
As part of this chapter, in the following pages I will
focus on the four major topics that are pertinent to my
study:

early childhood, Puerto Rican culture, play, and

gender roles.

Early childhood education
UNICEF is very clear about the rights of children.

In

terms of education, boys and girls have the right to a
basic one and through it, gender equity and fairness in the
classroom setting (UNICEF).

At the same time, the National

Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC)
emphasizes that parents should be attentive of ways to make
the most of the learning opportunities available for their
children. Those first eight years of life, which are the
years covered in early childhood education (Morrison,
2004), are crucial in human development. Advances in
research in how young children grow and develop point out
that the conditions and experiences of early childhood have
a permanent impact over the person‟s lifetime (Bosch,
2001). Children should be nurtured and stimulated during
those years to prepare them for formal reading and math
skills, besides the essential social skills necessary for a
healthy, satisfying, and successful adulthood (NAEYC).
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Parents are the children‟s first educators but, in our
time, early childhood education programs are becoming more
important than ever.

Since there are more single-parent

families as well as more families in which both parents
work full time, many choose to enroll their kids in
preschools centers.

However, not all centers offer play-

centered experiences that explore the children‟s talents
and encourage them to be aware of their own identities.
That is why early childhood educators need to become
facilitators in the process of development (Zambrana,
Negrón Landrón, y Aponte Medina, 2008).

And that is why I

consider that we are in the perfect historical moment to be
part of the early childhood education field.
exciting because we are in the spotlight.

It is very

It is also

exciting because of the current emphasis in school
readiness, early literacy, reading, and brain research.

In

other words, we are in the center of the current areas of
educational interests, coupled with the growing awareness
of the importance of the early years (Morrison, 2004).
Early childhood education has evolved rapidly in
recent years as a result of the remarkable increase in
knowledge about how young children learn (Morrison, 2005).
This new understanding leads educators to see children in
different ways and to acknowledge a more holistic view of
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the child instead of seeing him or her as an empty vase.
Consequently, teachers are changing their methods and are
starting to value play as a key element in early childhood
learning.
At the same time, the United States of America, and
Puerto Rico as part of it, has continued to develop as a
very culturally diverse society.

Since that diversity is

reflected in early childhood classrooms (Morrison, 2004),
it is another factor that needs to be included in the
knowledge base of early childhood education. Gender roles
are part of that diversity.
Recently, significant effort and work has been
dedicated to create awareness and equity in the classroom.
In order for young children to experience optimum learning,
early childhood educators must be prepared to meet
children‟s diverse developmental, cultural, linguistic, and
educational needs.
Schools that provide a nurturing environment where
children feel accepted and where their identities are
acknowledged make a positive contribution to children‟s
learning (Hassanali, 2007).

Those schools also represent

an encouraging change from the conventional approach of
teaching students in ways that are only familiar and common
to the majority (Nieto, 1999).

Consequently, it is
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essential for the teacher to become actively engaged in
learning through their interactions with students, rather
than only transmitting knowledge.
Today more than ever, the field of early childhood is
interested in improving the quality of early education and
in research based practices.

There must be a knowledge

base supporting educational practice so that decisions in
classrooms can rely on information that is more reliable
rather than on individual intuition.

Moreover, this has to

take into consideration educational settings that promote
and encourage fairness, justice and equity for everyone.
Focusing on Puerto Rico, Hernández-Candelas (2007)
divided early childhood education in two groups: preschool
for children from birth to age four, and early elementary
school for children ages five to eight.

This structure has

been active since the beginning of the twentieth century,
when Puerto Rico became a territory of the United States
and the American K-12 system was implemented.
The Department of Education (DE) is the agency
responsible for all public education of children from
Kindergarten through high school. However, Glorimar
Figueroa, representing the Early Childhood Education office
in the Department of Education (DE), explained that the DE
is responsible for only 12 preschool centers for the
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children of their employees. (G. Figueroa, personal
communication, February 23, 2009).

On the other hand,

Canales Guzman (2008) explained that the first group,
children from birth to 4 years old, fall under the umbrella
of the Family Department (FD).

That Department (FD)

includes the ACCUDEN office that administers Head Start and
supervises private day care centers (G. Figueroa, personal
communication, February 23, 2009).

As is widely known, the

Head Start program was created in the United States of
America in 1965 and has been the most “successful, longestrunning, national school readiness program” (National Head
Start Association).

Low-income Puerto Rican children under

age five benefited from that program since they could not
attend the private preschool centers (Canales Guzmán,
2008).

The private preschool education, then, is the day

care for children of families who can afford to pay
(Canales Guzmán, 2008).

Puerto Rican Culture
Puerto Rico is a Caribbean island 35 miles wide by 100
miles long and we call ourselves Puertorriqueños.

In the

early 1500s, the Spaniards disembarked in Puerto Rico in
search of gold and nearly destroyed the native Indian
population through diseases, conflicts and overwork. Later,
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since there were almost no natives left, the Spaniards
brought African slaves to work. In 1898, the United States
defeated Spain in the Spanish-American War and Puerto Rico
was ceded to the U.S. as part of the peace treaties.
Almost twenty years later, as a result of the Jones Act,
official American citizenship was granted to the Puerto
Ricans in 1917 (Díaz Soto & Negrón, 1994). In summary,
Puerto Rico is a Hispanic Caribbean, racially mixed, U.S
jurisdiction, not equal to a state, and at the crossroads
between North America and Latin America (Colón Warren,
2003).
Before focusing on Puerto Rican culture, however, we
need to establish what culture is and clarify why it is
important to define it in terms of gender roles.
Bank (2007) defines culture as the unique values,
symbols, lifestyles, and institutions that distinguish one
group from another.

We can add to that definition that

culture is different ways of thinking, believing, feeling,
and acting within a group, that are socially transmitted
from one generation to the next (Gollnick & Chinn, 2006).
It is constantly changing because groups transform, however
culture also shapes the manner we see and understand the
world. To summarize, culture is “the sum total of ways of
living, including values, beliefs, aesthetic standards,
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linguistic expression, patterns of thinking, behavioral
norms, and styles of communication that a group of people
has developed to assure its survival in a particular
physical and human environment” (Redman, 2007, p. 194).
Beliefs, attitudes and values are key concepts in
understanding the process of culture.

Having an opinion,

expectation, or judgment that an individual recognizes as
real is what we consider belief. When we create a “package”
with all those beliefs and use them to describe and
evaluate a situation, that‟s what we consider an attitude.
Finally, values are beliefs that tell us how to behave; it
is an abstract idea, positive or negative, that defines
modes of conduct and goals (Bennett, 2003).
Concomitant with values we have “stereotypes”, which
are exaggerated and usually unfair views of a group
(Gollnick & Chinn, 2006). It can be an “accurate reflection
of a group‟s norm; an overgeneralization, applying the norm
to every member of the group or not allowing for variation
about this norm; or it can be simply inaccurate” (Scott
Mio, Barker-Hackett, & Tumambing, 2006, p 147).
Stereotyping is actually applying those generalizations to
a group that could be negative or positive, without even
considering individual characteristics of the persons in
that group (Gollnick & Chinn, 2006). For example, gender
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roles are clearly stereotyped in Hispanic families. Levin
(2000) illustrates this in his description of preschoolers
playing in the “house area”:
Alfredo goes into the dramatic play area and starts
setting the table with plates, forks, glasses, and
napkins.

Then he goes to the stove, fills the large

bowls with “food”, and places them in the middle of
the table.
Vámonos!‟

-“Come on everybody, „ya es hora de comer!
Let‟s eat!”, he says excitedly.

David, and Ming decide to join the fun.

Nancy,

Alfredo says:

-“I am the „papi‟ and I sit here and Ming is the
„mami‟ and she sits here, and you are the kids so you
sit there.

He then asks Ming to serve the food.

David interrupts: -“No, I wanna serve me!” -“The
„mami‟ always serves the food”, Alfredo insists,
“Right Nancy?” Nancy looks between Alfredo and David.
-“Well, at MY house my dad cooks and we take turns
putting the plates on the table”(p. 56).

Being Hispanic, I can easily relate to that incident.
I did not see anything wrong with what Alfredo did, but
what Nancy said “shocked” me.

In the same way, a teacher

who is not used to diversity in terms of gender roles in
the classroom could invalidate Alfredo‟s or Nancy‟s
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statement.

Awareness of gender roles is an essential tool

for an ECE educator.

Knowing their students facilitates

the play dynamics that arise in the classroom. That example
shows how by understanding children‟s play, the teacher can
take part in the process of creating equity in the
classroom by validating each gender and their cultural
background. Teaching children how to interact and resolve
cultural gender differences should foster better
relationships among children.
Based on my own initial play experiences, I recognize
that as children grow up they learn what their culture
wants them to learn: the priorities, social conventions,
values and beliefs.

These are manifested in play patterns

of independence and interdependence, family
responsibilities, and ways of expressing emotions.

Those

patterns, in turn, stage-manage children‟s play themes and
social relationships (Norbis, 2004).
However, issues related to sexuality and gender roles
are basically considered taboo in Puerto Rico.

As a

result, there are few studies regarding the influence that
culture plays in the development of the meanings ascribed
to gender roles (Perez Jimenez, Cunningham, & SerranoGarcia, 2007). Pérez Jiménez, et al. (2007) also described
how institutions like family, church, school, and mass
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media exert great influence on the transmission and
acquisition of these roles.
Bronfenbrenner, and Super and Harkness have stressed
that children learn through interactions with others and
that in this learning process they begin to act and
understand the world as their culture presents it.

During

play their behaviors, cultural values, and hidden agendas
emerge (Test, 2006). Languages, rituals, tools, are some
examples of manifestations of the implicit beliefs, values,
and orientations that define a culture and that children
represent in their play (Ramsey, 2006).

Play
In all the readings, conferences, and classes that I
had the opportunity to enjoy since the very beginning of my
career under the big ECE umbrella, I have consistently
found a specific aspect that intrigues me.
early years is that aspect.

Play in the

The capacity for play that

children have has never ceased to amaze me. Playing between
them or playing by themselves, they know how to do it like
a beautiful gift that they received when they were born,
but sadly usually lose in their journey to adulthood.
During this last year I also had the opportunity to
familiarize myself with the issue of gender roles and how
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they affect ECE practices in preschool.

This combination

of interest areas has led to the rationale behind this
study: to give voice to the advocates for equity and
fairness for everyone in the early year‟s classrooms, and
at the same time empower play as a vehicle and tool to
learn, understand, and acquire the gender roles awareness
in the ECE settings that we aim for.
Another key element here deals more thoroughly with
examples of how play is a vivid reflection of every child‟s
cultural expectations and how the teacher is a vital
element in understanding that and creating an atmosphere of
equity.

Every teacher enters the classroom with “theory

glasses” on.

That means that every activity, decision, or

even a comment the teacher makes, is based on what he or
she believes constitutes appropriate teaching practice.

It

is the “north star” that he or she will follow.
Another aspect to consider is that many of the skills
that children in early childhood exhibit during play,
mirror the values, child rearing practices, and social
structures of their home culture.

Based on that we cannot

expect the same behaviors from children of different or
even the same cultural groups, but we can observe patterns
that can help teachers understand variations in play styles
in the classroom (Teaching tolerance project, 1997). That
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is why it is important to be familiar with recent research
in the area.

Moreover, in the area in which the importance

of play has been devaluated (Johnson, 2006) we also need to
validate it in terms of gender roles.
Play can be considered the universal language of
childhood, the most efficient resource by which children
understand each other and the world around them (Teaching
tolerance project, 1997).
task.

But defining play is not an easy

One point of view describes play as an enjoyable,

self-amusing activity and another describes it with an
educational focus (Youngquist & Pataray-Ching, 2004). What
is or is not play depends entirely on how we frame the
situation (Johnson, Christie, & Wardle, 2005).
For example, a child could be helping his mom mop the
floor (chores), but if the child is imagining that he is a
knight using the mop as a sword that is destroying the
enemy (dirt), then it is fun and the child is playing.

On

the other hand, if the parent wants his or her son to play
baseball and the kid does not want to, then it is not play.
The child‟s distinction between planned activities, like
piano lessons or baseball practice, and play, is very clear
(Corsaro, 1997).

Play is what children want to do and work

is what they have to do.

It could consist basically of

“work” such as building, housekeeping, or picking up his
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toys, but if they want to do that, they are playing
(Teaching tolerance project, 1997).
During the early years, play is fundamental because it
motivates their development.

Through it we can perceive

the child‟s emerging sense of self, cognitive processes,
socialization, and physical coordination.

In play,

children decide between activities and make their own
choices. (Van Hoorn, et al, 2007).

It is normally

considered as being intrinsically motivated and the
universal performance of children, “not only present but
also qualitatively similar in all cultures” (Gaskins,
Haight, & Lancy, 2006, p. 179).

In short, play is a common

youth activity that provides an important context for
cultural learning and may express concerns particular to
each culture as well (Bornstein, et al, 1999).
Understanding the value of play and how it helps
children become happy, healthy, and productive adults
(Klein & Mills, 2002) is the key element in creating equity
in a classroom.

To corroborate that information, teachers

should be aware of the “funds of knowledge” that
preschoolers display in play.

This term refers to the

“historically accumulated and culturally developed bodies
of knowledge and skills essential for household or
individual functioning and well-being” (Moll, Amanti, Neff,
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& Gonzalez, 1992, p. 133).

Although this study deals with

play in general, it is particularly during sociodramatic
play that teachers can most easily see children practicing
the cultural behaviors transmitted by their families, or
their “funds of knowledge”. For example, family, food,
holidays, music, values, beliefs, gender roles, and
language, are themes that can be explored there (RiojasCortez, 2001).
In a study made by Riojas-Cortez (2001), she observed
the dramatic play of Mexican American preschoolers.
Through those observations she was able to distinguish
themes that were very important in Mexican American
families.

For example, with respect to values and beliefs,

they were very clear in their “sleeping arrangements”:
“boys and girls can‟t sleep together”. Observing children‟s
play through cultural awareness lenses can give the teacher
essential information necessary in creating equity in the
classroom.
Gender roles
Gender studies in education are the result of an
academic and intellectual international movement that
influences every one of the educational areas. The basic
purpose of this endeavor is to encourage respect for human
dignity, equality, and justice, in order to have a peaceful
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and fair society (Rodríguez Del Toro, 2008).
Significantly, in early childhood education, next to
developmental age, gender is the best single predictor of
how children respond in a given situation. It is a social
indicator and an individual difference that determines how
children behave, think, and play(Johnson, Christie &
Wardle, 2005).
The concepts of gender and sex are frequently used
interchangeably but it is necessary make a distinction and
define both. Sex refers to biological differences between
male and females (Schmalz & Kerstetter, 2006).

Gender, on

the other hand, is idiosyncratic and reflects degrees of
femininity and masculinity (Schmalz & Kerstetter, 2006). In
children, gender is described as a cognitive concept formed
by their own experiences with behaviors usually associated
with men or women (Thornton & Goldstein, 2006). Pérez
Jiménez, et al, (2007) defines gender roles as a set of
norms and beliefs about how men and women must act and
think in a specific culture.

It is socially constructed

and it is active and ongoing (Thorne, 1993).

Or as Cahill

and Adams (1997) define it, gender roles refer to the
socialization process by which children learn the values
and behaviors accepted in their society.
This study aims to promote gender equity in the early
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childhood settings.

That entails creating a balance

between boys and girls in terms of the opportunities,
responsibilities, power, and rights that are presented.
Equity is more than sameness; it promotes that men as well
as women are able to achieve their goals without barriers
that impede their development (Puerto Rico Bureau for the
Defense Office)
As I portrayed in the beginning of this study, my
culture, with its concomitant female expectations, was
embedded in my play. In another example, when my daughter
Paula was five years old, she saw a baby boy dressed in
yellow clothing and Paula asked very seriously to the mom,
“Why are you dressing Marcos like a girl?”In Puerto Rico,
yellow is not a color normally associated with a boy.
Gender is an ever-present social influence.

For

example, in the United States when a baby girl is born
everything in the room is pink and you can also see pink
balloons on the door of the house; but when it‟s a boy,
everything is blue.

In South Korea, when a girl is born

they put a coal black sash on the door and when a boy is
born a garland of red peppers (Hyun & Choi, 2004).
Ramsey (2006) contends that gender entails a power
discrepancy in our society and that children usually
reflect that in their play.

Boys tend to be rough, active,
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and forceful, frequently engaging in physical contact like
fighting and taunting.

Girls, on the other hand, tend to

promote cooperation among play partners and use
communication to create a harmonious atmosphere (Fabes,
Martin, Hanish, 2003).

That is what our society (both U.S.

and P.R.) usually expects from them.
Corsaro (2003) adds how role-play allows kids to
experiment with gender expectations about the appropriate
behaviors and give them the space to challenge and refine
such expectations by sometimes doing something different
than what is expected; like boys using a wig or a skirt.
Briefly, playing reflects social and cultural norms and is
how children assimilate and construct their emerging
understanding of gender and cultural roles through their
acting and interacting with others (Corsaro, 2003).
Hyun and Choi‟s study (2004) demonstrated those
differences.

Their research explored how preschool

children from two different cultures (US and South Korea)
perceived gender-based behaviors in classroom play. South
Korean boys were more socially powerful than girls.

South

Korean fathers are stricter than American fathers in term
of the expected roles of a man.

Their culture emphasizes

the need for males to know how boys and men should behave.
That was clearly reflected by the way boys dominated in
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their voicing and girls seemed not to mind the boys
domination (Hyun & Choi, 2004).

The study focused on the

father‟s position in terms of social – gender roles, but
Farver & Lee-Shin, (2000) showed how the mother perpetuates
that also: “71% of the Korean American mothers and 43%
European American mothers preferred their child to play
with sex-typed toys” (p. 331).
Another example is what Rossie (2005) observed in
Tunisian and Moroccan children.

Those children were

exposed to gender differentiation from infancy, as
manifested in their pretend play and the objects that they
used while playing.

It is very common to see in their play

reflections of everyday situations in their community.

For

example, it is expected that older girls take care of
younger children while the boys, when they are about six
years old, leave the girl‟s group and start enjoying more
freedom, roaming the neighborhood more freely than girls,
who are taking care of the young ones and doing domestic
chores.
In another very interesting study, Kendrick (2005)
presents an analysis of a Vietnamese preschool girl
(Leticia) playing in the home area.
Pretend you go home and I stay here. I haven‟t slept.
Leticia positions herself outside of her home context,
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separated from her husband and extended family while
she recovers in the hospital.

She suggests her

husband return home for several days before coming
back to pick her up. When he returns to the hospital,
she wants him to know that she has not slept during
his entire absence and asks that he take the baby from
her and place her in the crib (p. 20).
This description shows that Leticia understands that a
mother‟s role is to make sacrifices for her children and
family.

Another example of how gender identity making is

reflected in her play is when she said, “A good wife is
someone who will provide her husband with children as
quickly as possible” (Kendrick, 2005, p. 21). For Leticia
this is being a woman.

During her play she never expressed

interest in non-traditional professions for a woman, like
lawyers or doctors; she always played doing domestic roles,
being a teacher or a store clerk.

Later the researcher

found that those were the expectation of Leticia‟s parents,
in accordance with their culture (Kendrick, 2005).
Johnson, Christie, and Wardle (2005) expose gender
differences in communication and interactional styles.
“Boys are better known for their more assertive, direct,
physical way of obtaining what they want during play…girls
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are better known for their more verbal and prosocial
manner” (p. 93).Girls employ more make-believe play and use
cooperative and facilitative initiation strategies with
peers (Lindsey & Mize, 2001).

Also, girls‟ play is

“relational, inclusive, and highly verbal” (Frost,
Worthman, & Reifel, 2001, p. 282).
Focusing now on Puerto Rico‟s studies, Canales Guzmán
(2008) did a study in which she observed manifestations of
gender roles through dramatic play, in two preschool
centers.

She found that in the initial selection of games

and toys, children were very “stereotyped”, but afterward
they moved to neutral types of games.

She also described

how the teacher‟s role was very influential in the play
interaction between children.

Her conclusion was that

Puerto Rican culture might be slowly moving toward more
gender equity.
All of these examples demonstrate how, we, as ECE
educators, need to understand the role that cultural
context has in the discourse and actions of boys and girls,
and how fundamental that is when attempting to interpret
children‟s construction of gender in their play (Aydt, &
Corsaro, 2003).

The imaginative personalities children

adopt in play reveal how they position themselves in their
world and how they engage in the identity making embedded
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in their culture.

Frost, Worthman and Reifel (2008) posit

a very interesting asseveration:
We know boys like boy toys, but what makes adults give
boys those toys?

We know that boys are more active

than girls, and girls are more verbal, but do we as
culture provide play opportunities to enhance or
diminish those differences? (p. 214)
This study is descriptive but also transformative or
emancipatory in its underlying educational research
paradigm.
The purpose of this dissertation is to validate equity
and fairness for everyone, and at the same time empower
play as a vehicle and tool to understand gender roles in
the ECE settings. Unless issues such as social justice and
gender bias are raised, children come to believe simply
that life within contemporary gender boundaries is natural
and correct (Chick, Heilman-Houser & Hunter, 2002). Through
this review of the literature we have seen that all
children play and enjoy that time in which they can explore
and take risks with gender roles.

Based on that, teachers

are a crucial part in the process of creating play spaces
in the classroom and being aware of the interactions there.
The way children use play as a cultural activity is
influenced by the demands of a specific context (Goncu &
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Gaskin, 2007).

Within that context, those interactions and

play episodes provide special windows for teachers if they
know what and how to observe the cultural representations
that kids employ while playing.

Through play we can

promote equity in the classroom and encourage good
relationships regardless of gender.
Through this review of the literature, I have been
able to become familiar with considerable research about
how values, gender expectations, and beliefs are reflected
through play.

Recent research has focused on studying play

in one particular culture, play in cross cultural studies,
and studying children from one country that are living in
another.
Observing play is a privilege that gives us glimpses
of children's perceptions, questions, fears, and ideas.
Careful and systematic observations allow us to do this.
Through skilled observation the teacher can learn what is
going on in children‟s minds, between and among children,
and children in relation to their cultural context.

We

should focus on all kinds of play, not only dramatic play.
Let‟s open that window and let in the myriad opportunities
for cultural learning about gender and play and young
children that emerge and can be discerned with careful
study and discipline inquiry.
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Chapter III
Methodology

Given the exploratory nature of this research, a
qualitative study design and methodology was employed. The
primary research question of this study is: In what ways do
gender roles of four years old children become apparent
through play episodes in a preschool center in Puerto Rico?
In addition, the study aims to explore (1) what expressions
of gender roles expectations are reflected in children‟s
play? (2) how does culture influence or impact gender-role
decisions made through play? (3) which are the preferred
activities and toys of boys and girls during play? (4) how
do parents perceive the culture (home, Puerto Rican,
family, etc.) in their children‟s play? (5) how does the
teacher perceive the culture (home, Puerto Rican, family,
etc.) in her students‟ play?
Qualitative research provides an established field
dedicated to the inquiring process in the social and human
sciences (Lucca & Berrios, 2003), that attempts to
understand whoever and whatever are being studied from
their own perspective. Moreover, the study of social
interactions is based on the assumption that social reality
is constructed and depends on multi-layered contexts that
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need to be described in detail, to fully understand any
event being investigated (McMillan & Wergin, 2006). Hence,
in order to be able to answer these research questions it
is indispensable to rely on strategies within methodologies
that allow us to hear the voices, the stories, and the
realities of the participants, instead of simply focusing
on numbers. By focusing on gender roles in children‟s play
we also take into consideration their surroundings and
cultural background, recognizing the importance of
understanding the relationships among children with their
peers, families and teachers. Therefore, it is necessary to
incorporate observations, interviews, and other methods, in
order to produce a qualitative study that reveals
dimensions of early childhood that are impossible to
capture quantitatively (Hatch, 2007).

Research design
This study follows the multiple case study approach in
order to be able to gain an in–depth understanding of play
episodes of four (4) children in an early childhood center
in Puerto Rico.

Exploratory design is also part of this

case study since I also aim to influence policy,
procedures, and future research. Hancock & Algozzine (2006)
consider exploratory design as “often a prelude to
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additional research efforts and involves fieldwork and
information collection” (p. 33).
Since this study is based on the methodology of “case
studies”, it is essential to frame it in the context of
this research.

A case study involves a range of data

collection as the researcher attempts to build a deepness
picture of a specific situation (Creswell, 1998).

In this

study, the situation consists of the expressions of gender
roles in preschoolers‟ play episodes.
The review of literature shows that some sort of
dilemma often arises regarding “what my case is” and “where
my case leaves off” (Miles & Huberman, 1994).Merriam (1998)
posits that a qualitative case study is an intensive,
holistic description and analysis of a single instance,
phenomenon, or social unit. Yin (2003) adds that a case
study is an empirical examination that investigates an
event in a real life context.

And Miles & Huberman, (1994)

complemented that definition as “an event of some sort
occurring in a bounded context.
unit of analysis.
several” (p. 25).

The case is in effect your

Studies may be of just one case or of
A graphic representation of a case

study could describe it as a circle with a heart in the
center.

The heart is the center of attention of the study,
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while the circle defines the limits of the case. (Miles &
Huberman, 1994).
There are three different types of case studies.

The

first one is the intrinsic case study, which contributes to
a better understanding of a particular case.

The second is

the instrumental case study, in which a specific case is
studied to provide insight about a subject or to formulate
a generalization.

The third one is the collective or

multiple case studies, which involves looking at several
cases and allows you to investigate a phenomenon,
population or general condition (Glesne, 2006).

Since in

this study I am going to be looking at several cases, I
will rely on the third type, the collective or multiple
case studies.
This approach provides also a valuable tool for an indepth understanding (Creswell, 1998) about how to observe
children‟s play episodes in terms of gender roles. Yin
(2003) contends that a case study is chosen when the
researcher has little control over the event and when the
focus is on a real life situation. This type of research is
implemented by carrying out a detailed and comprehensive
data collection process that relies on multiple layers of
evidence such as observations, documents, and interviews
(Yin, 2003). The research findings are then analyzed and
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presented in a narrative description (Stake, 2000).
Another key element in the decision of choosing case
study as a research method is that case study is a “highly
personal research” (Stake, 2000, p. 135).

Not only are the

children studied in depth, but also this research method
encourages the researcher to include his or her personal
perspective into the interpretation (Stake, 2000).

In that

way, this study allows me to reflect on my role as a Puerto
Rican woman and a Puerto Rican teacher in the early
childhood field.
Narrative descriptions in a case study create an
image through colorful descriptions (Merriam, 2002). In
this study, these descriptions attempt to convey the
contextual meaning from the perspectives of children,
parents and teacher through interviews, observations,
structured games and focus groups.

This provides a

realistic understanding of the importance of observing and
interpreting children‟s play in terms of gender roles
within a specific culture.
McGuffey and Rich (1999) promoted the use of case
studies to study gender roles in children because it is
important to observe the micro level where the researcher
can see face-to-face social interactions.

Their case study

provided empirical evidence about the ways in which boys
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and girls negotiated gender relations in a specific social
context.

Gender type behavior is something dynamic that

must be continually created and recreated.
Another example of a case study as a useful research
design option is one by Skattebol (2006).

She studied an

early childhood setting with the intention to improve the
center‟s approach to equity. The established pattern of
play enabled children of both genders to make a wide set of
play choices.

But Kyle, the case studied, wanted to

establish himself as dominant within peer networks, through
expressions of masculinity.

In the process of establishing

himself as an attractive playmate, he defied the
established pattern of cross-gender play at the center and
appealed to other boys to engage in same sex and
stereotypical masculine play.
In summary, by utilizing the case study research
method, I am also able to explore in depth how gender roles
expressions emerge in play episodes.
It is important to emphasize that the data collected
in this study derives from a small population and
therefore, findings seek to offer modestly empirically
based conclusions and encourage additional research. These
findings do not pretend to generalize about all Puerto
Rican preschool children‟s expressions of gender roles
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through play episodes.

Rather, I seek to explore what is

personally and socially valuable in terms of gender roles
within Puerto Rican culture as a potentially distinctive
and meaningful means for understanding children, and
teacher and parents beliefs about the same.

Research Center
This multiple case study was carried out in one
classroom of a preschool center in Carolina, Puerto Rico.
Carolina is a large city in the northeastern part of the
Island.

The center was built in 2004 inside the perimeter

of a university and started operations in 2005. The program
operates on a full day (7:30am - 5:00pm), academic-year
schedule and serves approximately 60 children from 3 years
to 5 years of age. The families can perhaps best be
characterized as essentially middle/working class and
lower/middle socio-economic class status families.
The Center, as part of the School of Education of a
private university, is the result of the initiative of a
group of professors committed to early childhood education.
The purpose of the center is to benefit the children of the
university‟s employees and students, as well as the
adjacent community.

The center also helps future early

childhood teachers in their field experiences and practice.
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This center was selected because its teachers
encourage girls and boys to use play as a learning
strategy, allowing them to explore, create, and enjoy their
experiences in the center.

This promotes positive

experiences intended to cultivate a holistic development.
The Center‟s philosophy has its foundations on recent
research about the development and learning of children
from 3 to 5 years old.

This presupposes that girls and

boys are actives creatures that construct their own
knowledge through their interactions with the environment
that surrounds them.

Teachers are facilitators of that

process and as such, provide learning experiences based on
themes that rely on play as the main learning strategy.
Through play, children adapt to the school setting with
positive attitudes and learn at the same time.

Naturally,

Puerto Rican culture is reflected throughout the entire
curriculum, developing values that identify the center as
Puerto Rican.
In order to nurture a holistic development, teachers
in the Center take into consideration the social,
emotional, physical, cognitive, linguistic and creative
aspects of development.

This leads to activities that

foster the formation of a well-rounded personality besides
allowing the students to construct their own knowledge. The
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goal is both individual and social, by helping to develop a
new generation of healthier children physically, socially
and emotionally, who are self-sufficient individuals able
to solve problems in a fair and harmonious way.
The Center uses the Integrated Curriculum, which takes
into consideration all the different dimensions of
development.

This curriculum can also be attuned to the

needs of every child and allow for individual attention to
those who require it.

Physical facilities
The Center is a one-story building painted with bright
colors and two large cement crayons as decoration.

From

outside, one can see many crystal windows and doors that
allow parents to see what is going on inside.

Even though

as a visitor one can see inside, the security measures are
extreme. Besides a security guard in the area, a
sophisticated system of security cameras is in operation 24
hours a day.
To gain access to the building the receptionist has to
open the door from the inside, requiring identification and
registration.

Even parents have to go through all the

security procedures to have access to the reception area.
Another door has to be opened from inside in order to have
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access to the classrooms.
The Center has three classrooms: the 3 years old
group, the 4 years old group, and the 5 years old group.
(A more detailed description of the classrooms is provided
in Chapter 4.)Each classroom has a teacher and two
assistants who help with the daily routine. All of them
have preparation in early childhood education and have the
constant support of a psychologist and the professors of
the School of Education, to which the center is consigned.
The Center also has a nurse and a nutritionist to provide
for a healthy and appropriate environment.

The children

receive breakfast and lunch, that are prepared in the
Center‟s own kitchen and certified by the nutritionist.
Additionally, the Center has a patio, which is an essential
part of the curriculum, since outdoor play is promoted.
The 4 years old classroom was selected for this study.
That specific group was chosen because of both the
children‟s age and the teacher. In terms of the age, Aydt
and Corsaro (2003) posit that by the end of their third
year, children become very accurate in recognizing their
own gender.

Adding to that, Roger and Evans (2008) noted

that “studies suggest that by the age of four, children
already have a firm understanding of the social worlds in
which they live:

they are classed, raced and gendered” (p.
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117). Therefore, 4 years old children are expected to be
cognizant of their gender, which could be easily expressed
through play.

With respect to the teacher, she was very

open to the research, expressed her interest in the topic,
and strongly believes in the importance of free play.
Although a description of the classroom is included in
the next chapter, it is necessary to illustrate here the
research setting.
Looking at the classroom from the door, one sees seven
different areas on the sides of the classroom, and in the
middle there is a rug area and two working tables. The
first two areas are not educational areas.

Those are the

teacher‟s area, with her desk, files, and personal
belongings; and the “reflection area”, in which misbehaving
students are assigned to sit for a while and reflect about
their behavior.
The first play area in which I observed the students
is the blocks area on the left side of the classroom. This
area also has a rug in the middle and shelves with boxes
filled with blocks.

The boxes are plastic and transparent,

allowing the children to see what is inside.

Inside each

box there are different educational building sets, like
gears, for example.

The children can choose plastic and

colorful building sets or wooden ones.
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Next to it is the art area.

That area has an oval

table in the middle and has shelves around it with all the
materials necessary for artistic or graphic expressions.
On one shelf there are all kinds of blank papers of
different sizes, for them to work on.

On another shelf

behind the table there are sixteen boxes, like shoe boxes,
with art materials. Pencils, markers, crayons, aprons,
brushes, finger paint, and glues are some of those
materials.

Next to that shelf there is a cart with other

materials, like modeling clay, ribbons, and craft
materials. Finally, on the right side of the middle table,
there is a wood division in which the students can expose
their paper artwork.
The following area is the theater area.

That area has

a wood puppet stage painted with green, yellow, and red
colors.

The curtain is pink and red.

On the side of the

stage is the puppet stack with different puppets.

Those

puppets represent either animals or humans. Among the
“humans” there is only one white girl puppet, and it is
dressed in a pink gown.

There are also three black girl

puppets dressed in a purple and pink dress.
The last and largest area is the housekeeping area,
located in a corner of the classroom.

It is divided in

three sub-areas, the bedroom, the kitchen, and the living
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room.
The bedroom consists of a wooden set with a closet, a
bed, a night table, and a mirror. In the closet there is an
iron, dolls, hangers, and a set of daily clothes and
police, firefighter and astronaut costumes. On the bottom
of the closet there are high heels and other shoes.

The

bed is covered with a multicolor mini comforter and a
pillow.

In the night table the children will find jewelry.

Every piece of furniture has a piece of paper with its name
on it.
The kitchen also has a set of wooden furniture
simulating the stove, microwave, fridge, sink, the dinner
table, a pantry, and places to keep stuff.

The dinner

table has plastic placemats on it. On the pantry the
children keep the plastic foods, like bread, vegetables,
meats, and so on.

In the cabinets under the stove and

sink, there are plates, cups, forks, spoons, and so on.
There is also a mop and a broom in one corner. Like in the
room area, everything has its name on it.
Lastly, the living room area has a sofa, a chair and a
center table. The sofa and the chair are yellow. Obviously,
everything in these three sub-areas attempt to recreate a
house setting.
After observing and analyzing all the areas in the
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classroom, I noticed that none was gendered in any way.
All the colors used were either neutral or equally divided
in feminine or masculine associated colors.
any stereotyped area either.

I did not find

The housekeeping area has

girls‟ and boys‟ costumes, clothing, accessories and shoes.

Participants
At the beginning of the study, the participants were
all the children from the 4 years old group, and most of
them were in their second year at the Center. The parents
and the teacher were also participants in the study. After
obtaining Institutional Review Board‟s (IRB) approval to
insure the anonymity of the school, district, and
participants, I met with the parents to explain the purpose
of the study.

Then, letters were sent home to parents,

requesting their consent to allow their child to
participate in a study about gender roles and play in a
preschool setting.

Of 20 families who returned consent

forms, only two parents declined to allow their sons (both
were boys) to participate.

In general, the response rate

for the study was high, exactly 90%. After the parents
signed the letter and I had all the necessary requirements
to start my research, I started to visit the Center every
other day for three months.

At the beginning of the study,
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I observed all of the children and took notes about their
play episodes.

Then, based on that, I chose 2 boys and 2

girls as my four case studies.
Glense (2006) explained that in qualitative research
it is admissible to select cases that the researcher
considers the most appropriate to lead to rich information
regarding the research questions.

Patton (2002)

categorizes purposeful sampling in 16 different strategies,
from which I will focus on one: homogeneous sampling.

This

means that the researcher selects all the similar cases in
order to describe some subgroup in depth.
After observing and interacting with the whole group
during approximately two months, I chose the two boys and
two girls using two different criteria.

First, I wanted to

have as my cases the boys and girls who represented the
rest of the group in most ways.

For example, those who

expressed gender roles through play.

Second, I wanted

children that are leaders, those that call your attention
immediately when entering the classroom.
In conversations with the teachers and my own
observations, I concluded that those four students
represented the ideas of the entire group.

They were

leaders and at the same time, liked to play together.

In

addition, in them I was able to see remarkable expressions
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of gender while playing.
For the purpose of this dissertation I will use
pseudonymous to represent the children.

The two boys are

Diego and José and the two girls are Andrea and Normita.

Data collection methods
In a qualitative study it is essential to do
everything possible to contribute to the trustworthiness of
the research.

The best way to do that is by using

“triangulation”.

Creswell (1998) defines triangulation as

the use of multiple methods of collecting data to provide
corroborating “evidence from different sources to shed
light on a theme or perspective” (p. 202).This strategy
reduces the risk that the researcher arrives at limited or
biased conclusions because of the use of only one source of
recollecting data (Maxwell, 2005).
Since I am using a qualitative approach, I relied on
several sources of data collection: journal, observations,
specific tasks with the kids, and parents‟ and teacher‟s
interviews.

Researcher journal
The data was collected during sessions of three (3)
hours, three (3) days a week, during 8 weeks, for a total
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of seventy-two (72) hours of observation. The journal was a
key element in the process because in it, I kept
observations, notes, drawings, and responses of the
participants, as part of the evidence required in rigorous
qualitative research methodology. The journal provided a
constant means of reflection and supplied in written form
the researcher‟s thoughts, concerns, and any other possible
aspect of the process.
Later, at home, I reread the notations made during the
observation session and transferred them to a wellorganized notebook divided by child, so that each child had
a different section in it.

Through that technique I could

review what I had observed and determine what were the
themes and the children that I wanted to focus on.

In the

next table (Table 1) I will show a timeline in which I
describe what I did and when.
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Table 1:

Research methods timeline

November
08

December
08

Andrea

Play observations

Play observations
Structured games

Normita

Play observations

Play observations
Structured games

Diego

Play observations

Play observations
Structured games

Jose

Play observations

Play observations
Structured games

January
09

February
09

Play observations
Structured games
Focus groups
Play observations
Structured games
Focus groups
Play observations
Structured games
Focus groups
Play observations
Structured games
Focus groups

Play observations
Parents interview
Play observations
Parents interview
Play observations
Parents interview
Play observations
Parents interview

Observations during playtime
This research focuses on how children learn,
interpret, assimilate, construct, and express gender roles
in early school experiences and how they reveal their
gender norms through play.
play?

But why observing children

Vygotsky (1978) summarize the answer of that in a

very simply way:
“Play creates a zone of proximal development in the
child.

In play, the child always behave beyond his

average age, above his daily behavior; in play it is
as though he were taller than himself.

As in the

focus of a magnifying glass, play contains all
developmental tendencies in a condensed form and is
itself a major source of development” (p. 102).
I, as a researcher, want to use play as the window who will
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let me see the cultural instances of the emerging gender
roles.
Observation is a basic method in qualitative
investigation, which allows to understand multifaceted
interactions in natural social settings (Marshall &
Rossman, 1995). It is also defined as a “systematic or more
informal, participatory or not –the most important
methodology in research on children‟s play” (Meire, 2007).
Through observations we explored the children‟s play and
also examined children‟s expressions of gender roles
expectations, preferred activities during play, and how
peer culture impacts those activities.
I used an observer as participant stance, from Gold‟s
(1958) classic typology.

In the observer as participant

method, the group knows beforehand the research observer‟s
activities (Merriam, 1998), and gathering information is
the principal intention, not the participation (Glesne,
2006).
In the early stages of the study, I went to the
classroom and introduced myself, then explained to the kids
what I was going to be doing there.

The observations

sessions were conducted during “assembly meeting”, “free
play”, and “outdoor play” periods, in a span of about three
hours. I usually stationed myself in a child-size chair,
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near one of the play areas, took notes and wrote detailed
narratives of events, with particular attention to words,
gestures, and the dynamics that took place.

Since the

children included me in their conversations, I was able to
get more information from them.
In the “assembly meeting” the teacher called each
child and asked them in which area they wanted to be.
Invariably, the first 5 children (girls and boys) wanted to
be in the dramatic play area. Then, the others decided
among the other areas (Blocks, Puppets, Art, Library, and
Writing).

They were allowed to change between areas as

long as there were no more than five students per area.
someone left, another could come.

If

Needless to say,

everyone wanted to visit the dramatic play area.

Johnson,

Christie, and Wardle, defined this area as the “traditional
housekeeping area, with child-size furniture, dolls,
clothes, and props” (p. 172).

It is also the area in which

most observations took place, because of the interactions
that are generated there.
When the “free play” period ended, the children stood
in a line to go to the patio for the outdoor playtime.

Playing structured games with the participants
The purpose of these activities was for the
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participants to generate data about their beliefs regarding
gender norms and to see how that influenced the way they
play with their peers. This method was very useful for this
study because it explored the participant's knowledge and
experiences. All the children participated in these next
three activities.
The first activity consisted of showing each child
pictures of different toys or games typically available in
early childhood settings (See Appendix I). Two baskets were
placed on a table and the children were asked to place in
one basket all the pictures of toys or games he or she
would never play with and why. In the second basket they
had to put the ones that they might use and why?
The second activity consisted of showing pictures of
different occupations being performed by each gender.

For

example, one picture was from a policeman and the other
from a policewoman.

I then asked the children which one

was correct, which was not, or if both were correct.
This activity proved to be more difficult than
expected.

The first set of pictures (See Appendix II)

represented a particular job usually done by a man and the
same job being done by a woman. The problem was that the
pictures were not identical, apart from the difference in
genders.

When asked the children which one was or was not
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correct, they tended to focus on the color of the shirt, or
the little bird in the back of one of the pictures. I
realized that the interviews I did that day were not
reliable.

Therefore, I photocopied all the pictures

showing a man doing the job and just added a ponytail to
look female in its exact copy.

This way, not only was I

eliminating color as a factor, but also used the exact same
picture (See Appendix III).
The next observation day I asked the children again
and they were clear in their responses. They focused on
what I was asking instead of the details in the pictures.
The third activity was asking them to draw a picture
of them playing.

This visual method is used to document

perceptions of play places and peers that are important to
them.

Based on their drawing they were asked: how is he or

she playing?
with girls?

is he or she alone? in groups?

with boys?

with both? Then the participant had to explain

the drawing to me. This activity was video recorded.

Focus groups with the four cases
Focus groups are generally arranged with people who
share certain characteristics that are pertinent to the
study. This technique presumes that an individual‟s
attitudes and beliefs are not formed in a vacuum; they are
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socially oriented (Marshall & Rossman, 1995).
One of the purposes of this research is to understand
the beliefs and attitudes children have regarding gender
norms in their classroom and to see how that affects the
way they play with their peers.

But interviewing children

in a focus group is not an easy task. “It is unrealistic to
expect them to sit face to face and engage in a long
dialogue with the researcher” (Rossman & Ralis, 2003, p.
193).

However, “deliberate conversations” can occur while

doing other activities and through that, obtain their
perspectives (Rossman & Ralis, 2003). Based on that, I
invited the four cases to the outdoor gazebo.

Since I

wanted to video record the session, I introduced the video
camera to them. They played with it, recorded themselves
doing fun things, and then watched it back and forward.
Then, they were ready to talk about their favorite topic:
play. I wanted to focus on how they talked in a group about
their play episodes, play partners, toys, and so on.
were the questions asked:

These

Tell me the kinds of play

activities you enjoy the most. Why? What are the play
activities you enjoyed the least? What are some things you
would like to do in the play area? Whom would you like to
play with more? How do you compare playing with girls and
playing with boys? Do you do house chores at home? Which
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ones?

At the end, they were shown a picture of a toy

kitchen and a picture of a tool set.
on those toys.

They had to comment

What happens if you see a girl playing in a

“tool set toy” and what happens if you see a boy playing in
the “toy kitchen set”? What you would do?

Interviewing the teacher and parents of the four cases
In-depth interviewing is a method of collecting
information described as an exchange with a purpose.

The

idea is to explore general topics to help uncover the
participant‟s perspective on the topic being investigated
(Marshall & Rossman, 1995).

As part of this qualitative

study, I wanted to draw together culture, gender and play
concepts. To be able to do that, I needed to make the
teacher and parents part of the study. Through individual
interviews I explored each parent‟s and teacher‟s
understanding and ideas about gender roles at home and
school, in order to be able to compare and contrast them
with what I saw in their child‟s play.

In those

interviews I asked questions regarding what I saw in the
child‟s play episodes related to gender-role activities.
Since they are immersed in Puerto Rican culture, I also
asked how they relate those episodes to the home or the
school culture.
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All the interviews with the teacher and with the
parents were audio recorded to produce another way to
obtain data. Although I was taking notes about everything
they were saying, having it in audiotape helped me in
finding themes and coding them.

I heard those segments

over and over, noting important themes, comparing with the
written notes, and focusing on a particular topic‟s
frequency and duration (Mac Naughton, Rolfe, & SirajBlatchford, 2001).

Data Management
As suggested by Merriam (2002), it is essential to
have a method for managing and organizing data. In view of
that, I had a notebook in which I wrote everything that
happened while I was observing the children at the Center.
At first, I designed a system of files for all the
kids and classified everything that I saw in his or her
play.

Then, after analyzing all the data, I chose the four

cases that are presented in this study.
Besides the file for each case, there were files for
their parents and the teacher.

The case files contained

the raw observations, the transcriptions of all the audio
recordings, tasks results, drawings, the parents‟
authorization, interview transcripts, and any other
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document that adds to the validity, reliability, and
documentation of the study.

Data Analysis
Data analysis requires managing what I have seen,
heard, and read so that I can make sense of what I have
learned. To do that I classified, synthesized, and searched
for patterns, in order to interpret the data collected
(Glesne, 2006).

That ongoing process allowed for further

clarification of themes within the data as well as to
create meaning from the data collected (Yin, 2003).
The initial step in qualitative analysis requires
going through the observational notes, the interview
transcripts, and other documents that I want to analyze
(Maxwell, 2005). In my case I read my field notes after
finishing my observation and within that first reading I
wrote themes at the sides of the pages in my notebook.
Then, the next observation day, I would do the same.
Glesne (2006) described that as the process of naming and
locating data, and the process of dividing and subdividing
it in categories. The goal of coding is to “break” the data
and rearrange it into categories that facilitate
comparisons between data in the same category (Maxwell,
2005). It is important to point out that the categories
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that I had at the beginning of the study were not the same
ones at the end of it.
At first I wanted to divide girls and boys play but
later I realized that in the dramatic play area there were
a lot of cross gendered play. Because of that I added a new
category (See Table 2).

Then, while I was observing and

interviewing children, I found recurrent themes that could
be easily place under subcategories within those big
clusters (See Table 3).
Once the interviews and other data had been collected
and coded, I proceeded to the next step of data analysis:
arranging the codes into bigger clusters.

In doing that

one can sort out what was learned by making connections and
achieving new insights (Maxwell, 2005). In this study, I
divided all the observations with the children into three
big clusters. Those big clusters will be explained in more
detail in the following chapter.

Table 2:

Big cluster of data
Clusters

Participants

Girls playing with girls

Andrea and Normita

Boys playing with boys

Diego and José

Cross gendered play

Andrea, Normita, Diego and José
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For each case, I relied on the observations I made
while they were playing.
of information.

That was the most important piece

First, I wrote down where the child was

playing and whether the child was playing alone or playing
with other children. If the child was playing with other
children, I then made a note of whether the child was
interacting with peers who were of the same sex, of the
other sex, or part of a cross gendered group. Next, I coded
the type of interaction that was occurring. For example,
the behavior of the preschooler was coded as gender
personal behavior if it was gender stereotypic for the
gender of the child. From my point of view, if a boy was
playing with tools or dress as a policeman, or if a girl
was playing with dress-up or dolls. At the end of the study
I found that I could create four sub categories inside the
three big clusters I mentioned earlier.

Those

subcategories will be explained in more detail in the
following chapter.
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Table 3:

Sub categories

Clusters

Sub categories

Girls playing with girls

(1) Gender personal behavior
(2) Gender tasks

Boys playing with boys

(3) Gender clothing
Cross gendered play

(4) Gender family role

Validity and reliability
Validity or trustworthiness is an issue that should be
taken into consideration during the research design
(Glesne, 2005). A case study requires extensive
verification like triangulation and member checking
(Creswell, 1998).

For triangulation in this study I used

multiple data collection methods (Merriam, 2002), like
observations, focus groups, interviews, and structured
activities with children.

In addition, as a means to

ensure validity, I used member checking, in which the
participants examine written drafts that described their
words (Creswell, 1998).

For example, after I finished

interviewing the teacher, I went home and transcribed the
audiotape interview.

Then I came back to the center and
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met again with the teacher for her to verify the
transcript.

After her approval she also provided more

information about one of the student I chose as my case
study. In qualitative research, the understanding of
reality is based on the participants‟ interpretations
(Merriam, 2002). Member checks insured the accuracy and
credibility of this study‟s data.
To determine reliability, I consulted with an external
person to review the data with me to look for agreement in
the coding and the categories.

She is a college professor

at my university who is finishing her doctoral degree in
ECE at U.MASS-Amherst and has ten years of experience
working with children.
At first, I gave her all my observations (without any
names) and ask her to find recurrent themes.
list very similar to mine.

She made a

Then, we start looking for

patterns and similitude between her list and mine and
discussing the reason.

At the end of the session we ended

with the ones I have now.
In conclusion, by using qualitative research methods
to study gender roles in play episodes of ECE children in
Puerto Rico, I had the opportunity to evaluate play as an
important aspect in the ECE setting and as a tool to create
awareness in gender roles equity and fairness.

The
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ultimate goal is to encourage ECE educators to use play as
a window to know the cultural background of each student in
order to create equity and social justice in the classroom.
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Chapter IV
Gender roles‟ journey through children‟s play

You can discover more about a person in an hour of play
than in a year of conversation.
Plato

In this chapter I want to present findings that help
answer the research questions but also provide the reader
with a clear picture of what I did to formulate them, soon
after I decided to do this research in a specific center in
Puerto Rico. I divide this “journey” into seven different
steps, which provide organizational structure: Step one:
Entering, familiarizing, and being part of the Center; Step
two: Entering the classroom; Step three: Play observations,
(Method of data collection #1); Step four: Structured
activities, (Method of data collection #2);Step five: Focus
groups, (Method of data collection #3); Step six: Parents‟
interview, (Method of data collection #4); and Step seven:
Teacher‟s interview, (Method of data collection #5). The
first five steps are related to the children and will be
presented in this chapter.

The next two are related to

parents and the teacher, and will be described in Chapter
V.
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All these steps assured the collection of the
necessary data to provide answers to the research questions
that guided this multiple case study. The primary research
question of this study is: In what ways do gender roles of
four years old children become apparent through play
episodes in a preschool center in Puerto Rico?

In

addition, the study aims to explore (1) What expressions of
gender roles expectations are reflected in their play? (2)
How culture influences or impacts gender-role decisions
made through play? (3) Which are the preferred activities
and toys of boys and girls during play? (4) How do parents
perceive the culture (home, Puerto Rican, family, etc.) in
their children‟s play? (5) How does the teacher perceive
the culture (home, Puerto Rican, family, etc.) in her
students‟ play?

Step one:
Entering, familiarizing, and being part of the Center

At the beginning of the semester I went to the Center
for the first time.

I met with the Center‟s director and

explained my doctoral research plans.

She was very

receptive and eager to cooperate, and started to introduce
me to all the staff and teachers.

After I explained to her
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my ideas and discussed a little bit about the literature
and previous research, we decided that the 4-year-old group
was ideal for my research. But that day I couldn‟t enter
the classroom because I didn‟t have the Institutional
Review Board‟s (IRB) approval or parents‟ authorization to
conduct the study.
The IRB is responsible to review and approve all
research involving human participants. Each university has
their own IRB office, which exists to protect human
participants in research project. Because I was a student
from one university and doing my research in another one, I
had to apply at two different offices. It took me three
months to get these permissions (See Appendix IV).
After completing the paper work and obtaining IRB
approval, I met with the parents to explain the purpose of
the study.

Then letters were sent home to parents,

requesting their consent to allow their children to
participate in a study about gender roles and play in a
preschool setting (See Appendix V). Of 20 families who
returned consent forms, only two parents declined to allow
their sons (both were boys) to participate.

In general,

the response rate for the study was high, exactly 90%.
After the parents signed the letter and I had fulfilled all
the necessary requirements to start my research, I started
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to visit the Center every other day for the next three
months.

Step two:
Entering the classroom

The first day I went to the classroom I introduced
myself to the staff and children and explained to them what
I was going to be doing there.

They were all excited to

have me visiting them three days a week in the mornings,
during playtime.

The morning was divided as follows: from

9:00 am to 9:30 am children were on Assembly (morning allgroup meeting on the floor rug), from 9:30 am to 11:00 am
they were playing in different areas in the classroom, and
from 11:00 am to 11:30 am it was time for outdoor play.
Then from 11:30 am to 12:00 pm I would verify my notes and
talk with the teacher.
I always arrived at the Center during the “Assembly”
period.

This gave me the opportunity to focus on each

child sitting on the rug while listening to the teacher.
Each one of the ten girls in this class of twenty children,
had long hair, a lot of them with “pony tails”, little bows
in their hair, earrings, bracelets, and although they wore
uniforms, they looked very feminine.

The boys were very
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clean cut, with short hair, and looked very masculine.

In

Puerto Rican culture it is customary to dress the girls
very feminine and the boys very masculine.

In this respect

the classroom was very representative of the culture.
As I explained in Chapter III, at the end of the
“Assembly” the teacher called each one of the children and
asked them in which area they wanted to play.
Consistently, the first 5 girls and boys that were called
(the maximum allowed per area) wanted to be in the dramatic
play area (housekeeping area).

Although I observed all the

areas (Blocks, Theater, and Art), it was in the dramatic
play area (housekeeping) where the majority of the
observations took place.

The housekeeping area was the

favorite one for all of the preschoolers in the classroom.

Step three:
Play observations
Method of data collection #1
After entering the classroom in the morning, I sat in a
child size chair with my notebook and pencil and started
observing and writing down descriptions of play episodes. I
usually focused on the dramatic play area, in which there
was always cross-gender play going on, and concentrated on
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gestures, movements, clothing, conversations, and dynamics
among them.

The first characteristic that caught my

attention was the conversation as part of their play and
how gender norms emerged from that.
During the first three weeks I observed all of the
children (except for the two that I did not get parental
permission).

Besides trying to know them better, I started

looking for activities that recurred, play preferences,
gender patterns, hierarchies in play, and representations.
At this point I was not sure what I was going to see
or how I would organize the observations.

I only knew that

I had some questions I wanted to explore and three theories
that were going to be my lenses during my observations.
However, through that journey I was able to obtain
pertinent information, more than I had initially
expected. At the end of the eight-week period I decided to
sort all relevant data into four cases:

two boys, “Diego”

and “José”, and two girls, “Andréa” and “Normita” (not
their real names).
Diego is a 4 years old boy who lives with his mother
but has a good relationship with his dad and spends a lot
of time with his grandparents from both sides.

He tends to

be very quiet but with strong opinions. In terms of gender
roles, he is very much aware of what is expected of him
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because he is a boy. Other classmates rely on him and like
to play with him.
José, on the other hand, is outspoken, very loud and
definitively the one with whom girls prefer to play.

His

parents got divorced recently and he spends a lot of time
with his grandpa. José is the leader of the boys. He also
is very aware of the norms of his gender and is very
assertive in terms of protecting what he or his friends
should be doing in terms of gender roles.
Andrea is the leader of the girls and is very
outspoken when she is with other children.
Andrea is quieter.

Around adults

She lives with mom and dad, is very

feminine, behaving very girly and encouraging her female
friends to act accordingly.

When they play in the house

area she takes her role as a mom very seriously.
Normita is very talkative, with playmates and adults.
Living with her mom and dad in a traditional home, she is
very feminine also.

Like Andrea, she also behaves very

stereotypically feminine.

For example, the way she dressed

and accessorized herself; and also, she is very opinionated
in terms of what girls should do in play episodes because
they are girls.
Since my purpose is not to produce any generalizations
but to explore and understand what is happening in this
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specific classroom, I selected cases that are rich in
providing information about what I wanted to learn in my
study (Glense, 2006).
Briefly, the reason I chose those children was that
they stood out and during my observations, I saw them
performing activities and interactions which presented
clear examples of the kinds of behaviors relevant to my
research questions.

Besides being leaders, they expressed

the gender roles through play in a more evident way. They
also reflected the rest of the group in terms of areas or
toys preferences, gender behaviors, and general
performance.
One of the most commonly accepted social
characteristics of childhood is the predilection that
children show to play with a same sex partner. Martin and
Fabes (2001) offer one possible explanation for this.

They

posit a construct called behavioral compatibility among
children.

To illustrate, boys who are very active may look

for other playmates that are active, most probably boys.
Likewise, girls who are soft and cooperative may show
enhanced preferences for same-sex play relative to other
girls.
Based on that, I divided all the observations in three
big clusters:

girls playing with girls, boys playing with
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boys and something that I saw only in the dramatic play
area, cross-gendered playing.
Languages, rituals, tools, are some examples of
manifestations of the implicit beliefs, values, and
orientations that define a culture and that children
represent in their play (Ramsey, 2006). That‟s why, within
those three big clusters, I subdivided each one into
subcategories, based on what Ramsey (2006) describe as
examples of expressions: gender personal behavior, gender
tasks, gender clothing, and gender family roles (See Table
4).

I will explain each subcategory at the beginning of

each section.
Table 4: Categories and subcategories observed in play
Categories
Girls playing with girls

Subcategories
Gender personal behavior
Gender tasks
Gender clothing
Gender family roles

Boys playing with boys

Gender personal behavior
Gender clothing

Cross-gendered play

Gender personal behavior
Gender tasks
Gender family roles
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First main cluster: Girls playing with girls
The findings on the differences between boys and girls
play around the world are noted in research.

Girls employ

more make-believe play and use cooperative and facilitative
initiation strategies with peers (Lindsey & Mize, 2001).

In addition, girls‟ play is “relational, inclusive, and
highly verbal” (Frost, Worthman, & Reifel, 2001, p.
282;Johnson, Christie, & Wardle, 2005; Meire, 2007).
Mac Naughton (2000) described how four-year-old girls
usually meet in the art and housekeeping areas.

Apart from

the dramatic play area (which I describe in more detail
later), the art area was the girls‟ favorite place in the
center. During my observations I did not see boys and girls
playing in the art area together.

Sub category: “Gender personal behavior”
The “Gender personal behavior” represents a summary of
the entire feminine demeanor the girls naturally show while
playing.

Meire (2007) explained that children learn very

easily “which behaviors are valued, and as a consequence
boys and girls develop diverging play styles” (p. 58).
Examples of this are the way they talk, gestures, and
things that they “need” to do.
In a play episode in the art area (November
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21,2009/9:40am), Andrea and Normita were using modeling
clay to create girls‟ accessories.
Normita: Look how pretty is my ring…it is red!
Normita: Andrea, what are you doing? You are not supposed
to be painting your nails (putting modeling clay in her
nails like fake nails) you are supposed to be doing
bracelets, rings, and earrings!
Andrea:

I am doing my nails first…then I will do the

rings.

One day (November 24, 2008/9:15am) the teacher asked
Normita if she wanted to go to the block area or the art
area.

The girl looked at the teacher and immediately chose

the art area.

At that moment the block area was full of

boys.
Another play episode (December 5,2008/10:10am),
related to “Gender personal behavior” was also in the art
area, in which Normita and Andrea were doing some “paper
work” because they were teachers.
Marisel:
Andrea:

What are you doing there?
We are teachers! (while making scribbles

simulating like she was correcting a student work).
Marisel:

Wow, so you are teachers!

And why is that?

Andrea: Because we are girls!
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One morning (January 20,2008/10:00am) I witnessed a
play episode that was based on the expectation that a woman
screams when they are scared.

Andrea and Normita were

playing in the puppets area and suddenly Normita started to
scream, but it was obviously part of the play episode.
Immediately, Andrea began to scream also.

I got closer and

asked them:
Marisel:

Hey, what is going on? What happened?

(In a tone

as if I was being part of the play episode as well.)
Andrea: We saw something! We saw something!
Normita: Yes, we saw something?
Marisel:
Andrea:

But what did you see?
A snake, and we are afraid!

And then the girls left running and moved to another area.
Very similar to the previous example, the following
episode took place during the outdoor playtime (November
24, 2009/10:45am). Andrea and Normita were inside the house
and they were playing.

Suddenly Normita yelled:

Where is

my child? It‟s missing! And Andrea started running and
screaming.

When I asked them why they were screaming they

looked at me and answered as if it were obvious, “Because
we are scared, we are scared!”
These observations provide vivid illustrations of the
Sub category “Gender personal behavior”.

These occurrences
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reveal the girls‟ expectations of how a woman in Puerto
Rico should act in certain circumstances.

This may not be

unlike what would be seen in other cultures, but some
content in the play episodes seemed distinctly Puerto
Rican, as I will discuss in a subsequent section.

Sub category: “Gender tasks”
The second category that I used to code the
observations was “Gender tasks”.

Gender tasks illustrate

what girls think they are supposed to be doing in this
Puerto Rican society.
On one occasion (December 1, 2008/9:30am) I saw Andrea
playing in the block area, all by herself.
because she never went there.

I was intrigued

I observed her building

something like a box, and after a while I asked her what
she was doing.

She showed me a picture that she had on her

side, a picture of a princess‟ castle.
build a castle for her dolls.

She was trying to

Even though the block area

was usually visited by boys, she used that area to create
something usually girl oriented.
On another occasion (November 24, 2008/9:30am) I sat
with Andrea and Normita in the art area and they were
organizing a birthday party. They were cooking and doing
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cookies with modeling clay.
Andrea:
Normita:

We are going to have a birthday party!
We are preparing cookies…and…cake.

Marisel: Who is invited to this party?

(Andrea and Normita started naming the girls in the
group. No boys‟ names.)
Me: What happened to the boys?
Normita (very seriously and with her hands in her waist)
They are not invited!

The day before Thanksgiving (November 26, 2008/9:30am)
the girls were in the art area and they were planning a
Thanksgiving party.

Andrea took a piece of paper and a

crayon and started simulating writing lists.
Marisel:
Andrea:

What are you doing Andrea?
Writing the guest list…no, no, no, I am doing the

supermarket list.
Marisel:

And what are you going to buy?

Andrea: Everything, hahaha.
Normita:

The turkey is already here.

Andrea: So, I don‟t need to buy anything then.

Then Normita kept doing the turkey with play-duh and
Andrea was drawing pieces of paper. Those were going
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to be the placemats during Thanksgiving dinner.

They

planned to use those placemats for their guests.
In Puerto Rico, women are usually in charge of the cooking
and planning for a party or family get together.

Sub category: “Gender clothing”
Because four year old children‟s thinking is concrete,
their understanding of gender is limited to behavior and
physical appearance. They use clothing and length of hair
to distinguish gender (Miller & Booth Church, 2002). Based
on that, the gender-clothing sub category reveals how the
girls think they need to dress to represent that they are
girls.
Since their favorite play area was the dramatic play
area, it was the ideal one in which to observe this
subcategory.

The area was divided in three sections: the

bedroom, the kitchen, and the living room. In the bedroom
there is a closet, a bed, a night table, and a mirror. The
kitchen has a play stove, sink, fridge, and microwave.

And

the living room has a sofa, a chair and a center table.
Obviously, everything is arranged attempting to recreate a
house setting, an area in which the acting out of pretend
play is acceptable (Jordan & Cowan, 1995). Although I saw
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much of cross-gendered play there, in this section I will
only focus on the girls-playing-with-girls cluster.

In the

next sections I will detail more the other clusters.
For example, Andrea and Normita were playing in the
house area (December 1, 2008/9:45am). Andrea looked at
herself and said:

“I have my necklaces and my earrings”.

Then, looking at Normita asked, “Where are yours? Go and
look for them and put them on”.

Then, both of them, with

high heels, long dresses, necklaces and earrings, pick up a
baby doll and take care of it. Through this example and the
previous one in the art area, we can see how important it
is for these girls to dress and accessorize like a Puerto
Rican woman.
Girls in Puerto Rico are told since their childhood
that they need to be always “de punta en blanco” (a saying
in Puerto Rico that means that you always need to be very
well dress).

It is also very common, almost like a

prerequisite, to see a newborn girl with a gorgeous gown
and a headband “para salir del hospital” (when leaving the
hospital).

That outfit has been prepared since the moment

the sonogram told the parents the baby was going to be a
girl.

Approximately a week later, the mom will go to the

doctor‟s office to have her ears pierced for the earrings.
An example of the previous is a play episode between
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Andrea and Normita in the dramatic play area (January 22,
2009/10:15am). They were all dressed up with jewelry, high
heels and a purse while playing with a baby doll.

Suddenly

Andrea took the doll in her hands looking directly at the
doll‟s ears and said:
Andrea:

Oh my God!

The baby doesn‟t have earrings!

Normita took the baby from her hands and started
laughing.
Normita: It is true, hahaha!
Andrea:

We need to fix this.

And simulating looking for something in her purse, she
took “something” and put it in the baby doll‟s ears.
Andrea:

Now!

This exemplifies what they already know about
appropriate clothing and accessories in Puerto Rican
culture.

As they are growing up, they are receiving

through media and community, constants reminder of how
important it is to dress appropriately as a woman.
The Miss Universe contest, for example, is a very
important event in Puerto Rico. And since five women
representing Puerto Rico have won the Miss Universe title,
watching the competition attains very high TV ratings.
“Puerto Ricans take pride on how they dress” (MolinaRamos, n.d.) and Puerto Ricans like to dress well and know
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where to shop for fashionable clothes (Deane, n.d.).

These

are examples of what the girls are hearing throughout their
development.

This was clearly represented in the girls

play.

Sub category: “Gender family roles”
Corsaro (2003) describes how role-play allows kids to
experiment with gender expectations about appropriate
behaviors.

For example, girls in free play try to imitate

their mothers (Tulviste & Koor, 2005). Some of the next
episodes represent this.
One morning (November 21, 2008/10:10am), I sat near
the living room in the dramatic play area. Normita went to
the closet, chose her high heels and put them on.

Then she

came back to the living room and sat in the sofa, crossed
her legs and with a cell phone in one hand and a baby in
the other, she started to do many of things at the same
time:

cleaning, patting the baby, and talking on the

phone.
An additional incident (November 26, 2008/9:30am)
related to that is the planning of family activities.

In

the kitchen in the dramatic play area, Andrea and Normita
were planning Thanksgiving dinner.

They were discussing

the meals and the guests and at the same time, they were
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cleaning the kitchen with a mop to get the house ready for
the party.
As we saw in a prior section (planning a birthday
party) and with this one (Thanksgiving) we can see how
important is the family to Puerto Ricans.

Family is

perceived as primary, the emphasis is on the group, rather
than on the individuals (Cofresí, 1999).
Another interesting example is when Normita was in the
dramatic play area (November 24, 2008/10:30am) and
suddenly, everyone there starts yelling that there was a
fire in the house and ran to hide; everyone except Normita.
She said in a very calm voice, wearing high heels and
holding a broom, “You go first, I can‟t leave the kitchen
now, I am cleaning and I need to finish”.
Cofresí (1999) explains that role expectations for
Puerto Rican women are full of family obligations through
which a “good woman” is characterized by her selfabnegation and putting family needs before her own.

As we

saw in the previous example, Normita needed to finish the
cleaning because it was important for the family to have a
clean house.
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Second main cluster: Boys playing with boys
Boys playing with boys typically lead to behavioral
interactions that offer different opportunities and
experiences than playing with girls. Boys, more than girls,
are usually inclined to play actively and with toys that
require more physical action (Fabes, et al, 2003). Boys
also tend to engage in more physical play than girls
(Lindsey & Mize, 2001). Moreover, their play is typified by
competition, aggression, and relatively low levels of talk
(Frost, Worthman, & Reifel, 2001).

During the observations

I did with boys playing with boys I noticed that they
usually played with trucks and blocks (Mac Naughton, 2000).
Based on these observations Iwas able to frame them in
terms of only two categories:

Gender personal behavior and

Gender clothing.

Sub category: “Gender personal behavior”
Like Neppl & Murray (1997) inferred, boys more
frequently prefer themes involving evil behavior and risk.
For example, a boy might pretend to be a pilot dealing with
adventure and danger.

This is perfectly noticeable in the

next instances.
José (December 3, 2008/9:35am) was playing near the
dramatic play area with a car.

Then he saw a broom and
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took it pretending it was a horse.

Diego and José (December 3, 2008/9:50am) were playing
in the block area.

They were playing with little cars and

makings the sounds of a small car while chasing one
another.
Another example of gender personal behavior related to
this is when José (December 3, 2008/10:20am) left the
dramatic play area and went to the block area.

While

there, he took two wood sticks:

José:

Ha – ya – ha! (imitating the sounds of a person who

does karate) I know karate. Ha – ya – ha! (while doing the
violent movements of karate).

The next day that I observed them(December
5,2008/9:50am), José and Diego were in the block area and
suddenly they went down on the rug in the middle of the
classroom and started to wrestle.
and separated them.

The teacher intervened

Five minutes later they were playing

in the puppets area without any problem.
“The impact of the television on boys can be seen by
anyone who watches them play” (Paley, 1986, p. 108);
Diego and José were building helicopters in the block
area.

They were very focused while building them.

Then,
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when they finished they started talking, changing their
voices (December 1, 2008/10:10am):

José:
Diego:

I am chasing you…my helicopter is bigger…
Ohhh, I am going to hide…so you can‟t find me…

Marisel: What are you doing?
José: We are doing like the movie.
Marisel: Which movie?
José: The penguins movie, (he said irritated, I guess I was
interrupting the game).

Continuing with gender personal behavior, it was very
interesting to watch the boys playing in the puppet area.
Here however, I understood immediately that I was
responding to my own cultural bias.
seeing boys playing with puppets.

I was not used to

Because of that, I spent

considerable time observing them playing there.

As I

described in an earlier section, the puppets were in the
theater area, which had a wood puppet stage painted with
green, yellow, and red colors.
red.

The curtain is pink and

On the side of the stage is the puppet stack with

different puppets.

Those puppets represent animals or

humans, females and males.
José (November 24,2008/9:45am) went to the theater
area and started looking through all the puppets available,
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taking one in his hand, looking at it carefully and putting
it down again. He repeated this several times until he
found puppets that were male.

Then he put a male puppet in

one hand and another male puppet on the other hand and
started playing.
Another day (December 5, 2008/9:40am) Diego and José
went to the theater area.

Diego took the first puppet he

found and he took a baby girl puppet.

José was very mad

and told him “put that girl puppet down”.

Diego, laughed,

said “NO”, and started running with the puppet in his hand.
José furiously chased him around the classroom until he
grabbed Diego‟s baby girl puppet and put it again on the
puppet‟s rack.
Kowalski (2007) presented research findings that are
similar to the above situation.

Kowalski‟s study showed

two boys playing in the theater area with puppets.

One of

them took a female puppet and the other complained and
said, “You need to have a boy puppet and give that girl
puppet to a girl” (p. 59).

Kowalski concluded that when

children reach that age they possess a great deal of
knowledge about “gender roles behaviors and traits”
(Kowalski, 2007, p. 60).
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Sub category: “Gender clothing”
Thorne (1993) proposed that children are socialized
into existing gender arrangements, which include genderstereotyped clothes.

The next play episode illustrates

clearly Thorne‟s idea.
José, while rehearsing for a Thanksgiving play
(November 21, 2008/9:55am) had to use a loincloth and he
said in a very energetic way:

–I am not going to wear that skirt!

I am not a girl!!

I am a boy!

Although Corsaro(2003) wrote about how dramatic
play permits kids to experiment with other-gender
expectations, giving them the liberty to do something
different from what is expected, I did not see that as
frequently as I expected during the four months that I was
there.

Culturally it is not usually permitted or it is

considered highly inappropriate to do break gender norms.
You are a boy or you are a girl; so no boy ever wore a
dress or something related to a girl, not even as a joke.
But, even though it was not very common, (only few
situations), there were some children breaking away from
the conformity norm.
In the dramatic play area, Diego was dressed as a
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policeman (January 22, 2009/9:45am). There was a toy baby
doll on the sofa and he took it.

He was being very gentle

with the baby doll until he saw me watching him.
Immediately he took the doll by its leg and threw it as far
away as he could.

Then he touched his police officer hat

signaling that he was a policeman and said, “Diego: Done!”
He did that twice that morning.
Associated to that, another day (November 24,
2008/10:15am), in the dramatic play area, José said to
Diego:
José: You and me… we are policemen…let‟s go because we are
policemen…look at our uniforms…

But Diego went and changed clothes from policeman to
fireman.
José: Why did you change?
Diego: Because the kitchen is on fire.

On November 26, 2008 at 9:50, José started running
from one side of the classroom to the other until he got to
the housekeeping area.

He rapidly dressed like a policeman

because he needed to protect the girls.
Third main cluster: Cross-gendered play
Bank, Delamont, & Marshall (2007) have previously
reported that the “housekeeping area inside the classroom
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is a magnet for girls and not boys” (p. 615).

However,

through my observations I came across very different
dynamics.

I found a lot of cross-gendered play in this

area. This interaction was one of the first explicit gender
expressions that manifested gender exclusivity in this
group of children.

Nevertheless, there was an established

pattern of cross-gendered play in the housekeeping area; a
pattern that goes against the grain of the traditional
norms of gender development (Skattebol, 2006). This nonnormative dynamic is related in part to the importance of
the family in Puerto Rico.
As is common in western cultures, the Puerto Rican
family is composed of both genders.

Martin and Fabes

(2001) reported that in peer interactions, young children
do socialize with members of the opposite sex a fair amount
of time but usually when another member of their own sex is
also involved.

This was consistently demonstrated in the

dramatic play area, which was the only area where I saw the
enthusiasm of boys and girls to play together.
Sub category: “Gender personal behavior”
The girls assumed roles of mother, daughter, wife, and
baby, while boys were inclined to assume roles as father,
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husband, son, firefighter, and policeman. Related to this
topic, in the focus group (February 20, 2009/10:30am),
which I describe in detail later, I asked Andrea and
Normita:

Marisel: If in the art area you did not invite the boys to
play, why do you always invite them to play with you in the
house area?

Normita looked at me in a very polite but firm manner
and answered:
Normita:

Because we need a dad!

Neppl and Murray (1997) talked about the role
enactments that occur during pretend play and the
difference between the enactments of girls to boys compared
to the enactments of girls to girls. Because of this, the
behavior might seem inflexible in the dramatic play area.
Girls can clean a house and cook, but they cannot be
soldiers or police officers. Boys can be firefighters but
cannot bake cookies or wear a skirt (Miller & Booth Church,
2002).
One day (December 8, 2008/10:20am) I witnessed what I
sadly consider part of our culture:
José wanted to pick some clothes from the closet.
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Andrea was in front of the closet and José yelled at
her, “Move!”
aggressively.

Andrea did not move and he pushed her
She told him, “You should use words”.

Another day (November 21, 2008/10:30am) the children were
standing in line to go to the patio.

Since I was close to

them I heard José tell Andrea:
José: Andrea, you are my girlfriend and you have to do
whatever I tell you to do!
Andrea: (in a flirting way and smiling) Oh no!

My inference is that Andrea was not mad at all about
José‟s comment. Ramsey (2006) describes this as gender
power discrepancy in our society and considers that
children usually learn, reflect, or construct meaning in
their play.
Noland (2006) illustrated how social messages are
clear. A participant in her study discussed the role of
machismo in communication: “There‟s a lot of influence of
machismo in the way men and women communicate, I think.
That‟s the way that parents choose to raise their kids” (p.
288).
An additional aspect of “machismo” in Puerto Rico is
aggressive behavior. Ramsey (2006) describes how boys
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typically use more physical and verbal aggression.

For

example, one day (December 5, 2008/9:30am) Diego and José
started to play very forcefully with the pillows of the
sofa in the dramatic play area.

Andrea and Normita left

the area feeling uncomfortable.

Sub category: “Gender task”
During the dramatic playtime, I observed how boys were
inclined to use materials to initiate make believe play,
while girls were more focused on the relationships and
appropriate role behavior (Lytle, 2003).

For example, one

day (January 20, 2009/9:30am), Diego, José, Andrea and
Normita selected in Assembly to go to the Dramatic Play
area.

It seemed as if they had already planned that. They

knew what they were going to do as soon as they arrived at
the area.
The girls went directly to the closet and started
dressing themselves like the mom and the daughter.
Diego and José went to the sofa area and started doing
something that I could not figure out.

Then, Andrea

arrived with a baby doll and asked if the crib was
ready for the baby.
José said: I do not know where my tools are! Look for them!

Andrea gave the baby to Normita and went to the
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kitchen, opened the microwave and took out some
vegetables.

Then she gave the vegetables to José and

he started simulating as if he was using a hammer and
nails, hammering, putting together all the pieces of
the crib (which in reality were the pieces of the
sofa). José, with Diego‟s help, took a considerable
amount of time on using the “tools” to put together
the crib.
José said:

Diego!

Those are my working tools!

When it was finished, Andrea put the baby on the crib
and all of them looked very pleased with their work.
Andrea left the baby in charge of Normita and went to
the kitchen to start dinner while José picked up all
his “tools”.

Another example (December 3, 2008/10:00am) was when
José was in the kitchen and used the microwave to
store his “tools”.

Then, Andrea entered the kitchen

and took the “tools” out of the microwave because she
was going to cook vegetables.

José got mad because

his “tools” were supposed to be there, so he took the
vegetables out of the microwave and put back his
“tools”. Then Andrea got mad also, took the “tools”
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and put them in a cabinet near them, and put her
vegetables in the microwave.

Pointing at him with her

finger, she told him that the microwave was for food,
not “tools”, but he responded that it wasn‟t a
microwave but a cabinet for tools.

Then the teacher

asked them to clean up the area.

Sub category: “Gender family roles”
In this section, play episode observations reveal how
family traditions in Puerto Rico are embedded in children‟s
cultural and gender-role awareness, and how they are
reflected in their play negotiating and enactment.
Andrea (November 21, 2008/9:30am) dressed with a long
dress, a necklace and high heels, takes the baby doll,
“her baby”, and says:
Andrea:

I am going to bring you milk, dear baby!

I am

going to put you in the crib for a while.

Then she called José and told him:
Andrea: Husband! Husband!

You need to go and buy milk for

our baby!
José:

I am going to work and then I bring the milk (he

took his briefcase and left).

Diego and José entered the dramatic play area
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(December 8, 2008/9:50am) and Normita and Andrea were
already there. They were cleaning the kitchen because
they were going to have a Thanksgiving party and the
house needed to be clean. Diego and José sat in the
sofa and stared asking for water, food, and so on.
Although Normita and Andrea were cleaning and working,
they had to take care of Diego and José that were not
doing a thing.
One day (December 8, 2008/9:30am), José, Diego, Andrea
and Normita were playing in the dramatic play area and
decided to go to the movies.

José was the Dad, Andrea

the Mom, Diego, the Uncle, and Normita, the daughter.
After Andrea and Normita were ready (putting on a long
dress, all the possible jewelry, high heels and their
cell phones) José said:

José:

Mom, you need to take our daughter to the movies

because Uncle and me need to get to work.

Andrea accepted that without any problem, and José and
Diego “left for work” and sat at a table.
On November 21, 2008 at 9:40am, Andrea called José:

Andrea:

Uncle José!

Uncle José! Please take care of my
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son! (giving him a baby doll)

José went to Andrea to take the baby doll but
apparently accidentally hit Diego on the back when
going past him.

Diego complained and Andrea looked

very seriously at José, and pointing at him said:
Andrea:

Uncle José, go to Diego and say you are sorry!

Through these examples it is evident how children are
dynamically involved in appropriating and maintaining
cultural forms.

Their play is an important means for the

imitation, establishment, and granted membership, as well
as for the maintenance but not transformation of that
culture (Davies & Kasama, 2004). In a later section I will
return to how rarely if ever children violate or attempt to
challenge or change cultural gender roles and discuss this
feature of my findings.

Step four:
Structured activities
Method of data collection #2

In Puerto Rican current society, gender is used in
explicitly functional ways more so than is race or
ethnicity. For example, in school, teachers line up
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students by gender and create activities grouping boys on
one side and girls on the other.

Some research points out

that this use of gender categories reinforces the creation
of stereotypes and group bias. When adults use these kinds
of groups they are sending a clear message about their
importance, leading children themselves to start
categorizing their social experiences in the same way
(Kowalski, 2007).
The purpose of the following activities was to
understand the children‟s beliefs regarding gender-norms
awareness in our culture and to see how those beliefs
impacted or influenced their social experience in their
play.
Although I did these activities with all of the
children, I am only presenting examples involving and
describing the four cases that were chosen.

Structured activity #1
It‟s a girl‟s toy or a boy‟s?

The first activity detailed in the previous chapter
(February 2-4,2009/9:30 – 10:30am)entailed showing the
participants‟ different toys or games typically present in
early childhood settings (See Appendix I).In a working
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table in one corner of the classroom, I placed two baskets.
The instructions were to put in one basket the pictures of
toys or games that he or she would never play with and why.
In the second basket they were to put the ones that he
might use and why?
In this activity, as well as in others, children were
asked individually. Table 5 shows the responses of the
participants.
Table 5:
Name

Responses of the participants
Basket of toys
for boys

Basket of toys
for girls

Toys that could
be used by boys
or girls

Diego

Miniature horses
Tools workbench

Barbie
Baby girl doll
Baby boy doll
Toy shopping cart
Toy kitchen set

José

Tools workbench
Baby boy doll

Barbie
Baby girl doll
Toy shopping cart
Toy kitchen set

Miniature horses

Andrea

Tools workbench
Baby boy doll

Barbie
Baby girl doll
Toy shopping cart
Toy kitchen set

Miniature horses

Normita

Miniature horses
Tools workbench

Barbie
Baby girl doll
Toy shopping cart
Toy kitchen set

Baby boy doll

It was very interesting listening to them and
observing their reactions.

They all responded to this

activity in a very serious manner, but differed in their
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behavior.

Both boys gave more “yes or no” kinds of answer

with many gesticulations. Just watching their faces one
could tell what the answer was going to be. The girls gave
more verbal details in their answers.
Besides classifying the pictures in the two baskets, I
also asked them what they would do if a friend invited them
to play with some of the toys that they put in the gender
basket different form their gender. Next are the responses
to that question:

Diego about playing with a Barbie: NOOOOOO!

“Fuchi!!!”

(a Puerto Rican expression of disgust). That is for girls
and only girls!!!

Diego about playing with baby dolls: I am not going to
play with a baby girl doll.
baby boy doll.

I am not going to play with a

Dolls are for GIRLS!!!!!

José about playing with the toy kitchen set: Nooo!
That‟s for girls and if a girl invites me, I would never go
there.

José about playing with the shopping cart:

If Andrea

asks me to play with her I would play, but never by myself.
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My mom doesn‟t let me.

Andrea about playing with the baby boy doll: I would
play with the baby girl doll.

I wouldn‟t play with the boy

doll because boys never do what you ask them to do and they
always want to do what they want. So, they can play with
the boy doll and I play with the girl doll.

Andrea about playing with the tool workbench: Nooo!
would never play with that.

That‟s for boys.

have one. Boys play with that, not girls!

I

My brothers

I am not going

to play with that.

Normita about playing with miniature horses:
playing with that, but a boy can play.
are for boys.

I am not

Because all horses

I have seen a lot of boys with toy horses.

Normita about playing with tool workbench:
for boys to play with.

No, that is

Those tools are for fixing cars,

and boys are the ones who fix cars.
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Structured activity #2
Is it a girl‟s job or a boy‟s?

The second activity (February 9-11, 2009/9:30 –
10:30am) consisted of showing pictures of different tasks,
jobs, or occupations being doing by different genders.

For

example, one picture was of a policeman and the other of a
policewoman.

I asked children which one was correct, which

was not, or if both were correct.

Table 6 presents the

answers of the four case study children.
Table 6: Answers of the participants
Name
Diego

Correct
Mechanic man
Man mowing the lawn
Woman washing the dishes
Woman mopping the floor
Man taking out the trash

Incorrect
Mechanic woman
Woman mowing the lawn
Man washing the dishes
Man mopping the floor
Woman taking out the trash

José

Mechanic man
Man mowing the lawn
Woman washing the dishes
Woman mopping the floor
Man taking out the trash

Mechanic woman
Woman mowing the lawn
Man washing the dishes
Man mopping the floor
Woman taking out the trash

Andrea

Mechanic man
Man mowing the lawn
Woman and man washing
the dishes
Woman mopping the floor
Woman taking out the
trash

Mechanic woman
Woman mowing the lawn

Mechanic man
Man mowing the lawn
Woman washing the dishes
Woman mopping the floor
Man taking out the trash

Mechanic woman
Woman mowing the lawn
Man washing the dishes
Man mopping the floor
Woman taking out the trash

Normita

Man mopping the floor
Man taking out the trash
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In general terms, all four children gave very stereotyped
answers.
Diego (responding to who should take out the trash?):

Dad

of course, they are not afraid of rats!
Diego (responding to who should cook?): Them (referring
to women), they do that better, dad doesn‟t know how to
do it.
José (responding to who should be a mechanic?):

Dad,

because the motor in the car is heavy and mom can‟t lift
it.
José (responding to who should mow the lawn?):

Dad, men

are stronger!

Although they usually responded this way, something else
that caught my attention was that they would answer with
strong emotions and they would add something to the
response.

Andrea (responding to who should mop the floor?):

Both of

them can do it, although mom does it better; dad doesn‟t
know how to do it right.
Andrea (responding to should wash the dishes?):

Woman, my

mom is who does it at home; when I get married I will do it
also. But I guess… dads could do it also.
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Normita (responding to who should mop the floor?): Well, I
guess a woman, I don‟t know, at home mom does it.
Normita (responding to who should wash the dishes?):
Everyone can do it, at my house mom and dad does it.

As you can see, all four children answered based on
their home experiences. They always referred to mom and dad
as synonymous to man and woman.

But different from the

boy‟s responses, girls were more likely to deviate from a
stereotype answer.

I could sense that maybe we are in a

transition point in history, in which girls but not boys
are starting to accept that men are capable of doing
domestic chores that are generally assigned to women.

Step five:
Focus groups
Method of data collection #3

One of the main purposes of this research is to
understand the beliefs and attitudes children have with
respect to gender norms and to see how that impacts or
influences the way they play with their peers. In the focus
group I brought together the four children chosen for this
study based on their enthusiasm in playing and their gender
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awareness.
I invited Diego, José, Andrea and Normita to the
outdoor gazebo (February 20, 2009/10:00am).

I wanted to

video record the session, so as previously indicated; I
needed to introduce the video camera to them. They played
with it, recorded themselves doing fun things, and then
watched it back and forth.

Then, they were ready to talk

about their favorite topic: play. I wanted to focus on how
they talked about their play episodes, play partners, and
toys.

Table 7 presents the questions asked.

Table 7: Questions asked in the focus group
Participants

Questions asked
Do you like to play?

Andrea

Normita

Why do you like to play?
Where do you like to play at school?
Why do you like to play in the kitchen area?
What do you do in the kitchen area?
And why you are not the mom?
And Andrea, why you are not the dad?

Diego

What are the differences between moms and dads?
What other differences?

José

What do you do if you see a girl playing with a
boy‟s toy?
But what do you tell her?
What do you do if you see a boy playing with a
girl‟s toy?
Do you help at home?
How?

What do you do?
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The discussion lasted like 20 minutes but I am
focusing on some of the questions/answers in this section.
The complete transcription can be found in Appendix VI.
As I explained in an earlier section, the housekeeping
area, or the “kitchen area" as children liked to call it,
was their favorite area:
Me: Where do you like to play at school?
Andrea, Normita, Diego and José at the same time: The
kitchen!
Me: Why do you like to play in the kitchen area?
José: Because there are a lot of toys and I am new here and
at home I didn‟t have it.
Andrea:

I like it too!

There is also a mirror and a bed.

Then, I asked about what they usually do in this area that
they like so much:
Me:

What do you do in the kitchen area?

Normita:
José:

We always play moms and dads!

I am always the dad!

Andrea:

I am always the mom!

Note how quickly the gender-role topic comes up!
Me:

Andrea, could you be the dad sometime?

Andrea (Smiling and blushing):
he is the boy!
Normita: NOOOO!!!!!

No, because I am not a boy,

She is a girl!!!!!!!
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Me:

Diego, could you be the mom sometime?

Diego: Of course not!
could be moms!

Because I am a boy and boys never

Me: What are the differences between moms and dads?
Diego: Moms have long hair and dads don‟t.
Andrea:

Girls use high heels!

Me: What other differences?
Andrea:
Normita:

Girls can cook!
Dad can cook too.

Diego: There are boy‟s shoes and girl‟s shoes.

Now I wanted to tie this conversation to the structured
activity we did before by asking them about house chores.
Me: Do you help at home? How?

What do you do?

Diego: I help my mom clean my room.
José: I help my mom.
Normita: I help my mom.
Andrea: I help my mom mop the floor.

It was interesting to see how the four children discussed
something related to their moms.

No one said that they

helped dad in the house. It is as if mom is the only one
who works in the house.
Referring to the other structured activity, I asked
about toys.
Me: What do you do if you see a girl playing with a boy‟s
toy?
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Andrea: Things that are boys‟, girls can‟t play with.
It‟s like that.
Diego: If I see a girl playing with a boy‟s toy I would say
that she should not being doing that.
José: I would say, “That is wrong!!!! They can‟t play with
girl‟s toys, “Guacala!!!” (an expression of repugnance!)
Normita:

Yes, that it is a boy‟s toy!

It was fascinating to be able to conduct this focus
group because during it children reflected on their ideas
about gender norms.

Although they were very clear about

their own gender roles, they were also very respectful of
their friends.

It is like “we know that boys and girls are

expected to do this or that, but we are fine with that”.
Not even once did they try to challenge this mind-set, just
like in play they never seemed to act ortalkin any other
way.

Conclusion
How children learn about and embrace gender roles has
become a more popular topic. All of these observations,
structured activities, and the focus group (that can be
considered data sources), come together to cast some light
and give some clues about young Puerto Rican children‟s
understanding of gender.

It is clearly manifested how much
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Puerto Rican culture is embedded in what the kids do, say,
and believe about what is “real” and “normal” regarding
being and becoming a member of your own sex.
Now it is indispensable for the purpose of this study,
to hear the voices of significant others in the children‟s
life:

their teacher and their parents, whose voices will

be heard in next chapter.
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Chapter V
Voices of the teacher and parents

Rogoff (2003) among others has discussed how gender
differences of children around the world relate closely to
the adult gender roles of their communities.

Since the

sociocultural perspective is one of the conceptual
frameworks of this study, I now focus on how children
examine and take part in the gendered roles of the society
in which they live.

“Children‟s gender roles development

can be viewed as a process of preparing for the adult roles
expected in their community”, (Rogoff, 2003, p. 182).

This

next section relies on the information obtained from those
adults who are close to the children in this research:
parents and the teacher. Picking up from the numbered steps
in the previous chapter, I turn to the sixth step.

Step six:
Parents‟ interview
Method of data collection #4

The family is the most important context of children‟s
everyday lives and parents structure their families to help
children develop in socio-emotional and cognitive areas.
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The child rearing and teaching practices parents display
when relating with their own children facilitate their
children‟s learning through modeling, thereby impacting
their own children‟s development (Ashiabi & O‟Neal, 2008).
This is clearly seen with respect to gender roles.
Accordingly, since parents are the first teachers in
children‟s lives, as part of this study I needed to study
this primary aspect of their lives.

Johnson, et al (2005)

have discussed how gender-differentiated behavior is first
shaped within the family.
As suggested by Patton (2002) “Qualitative
interviewing begins with the assumption that the
perspective of others is meaningful, knowable, and able to
be made explicit. We interview to find out what is in and
on someone else‟s mind, to gather their stories” (p.341).
With these interviews I sought to get an in-depth
understanding of the cases‟ parents, not only to uncover
any stereotypes and traditional values, but also their
possible hidden perspective on gender equity in their views
about Puerto Rican culture, children expectations, and
toys.

Through these in depth interviews I attempted to

explore each parent‟s understanding and ideas about gender
roles at home and compare them with what I saw in their
child‟s play.
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I interviewed the four mothers of my four cases and
one father, and asked questions regarding their ideas about
culture, gender, and children in Puerto Rico, and the
relationships among them.

Table 8 presents the parents‟

information, date and time of the interviews.
presents the questions I asked.

Table 9

Then, I analyzed their

answers and checked for recurrent themes and codes.
produced three main themes clusters:

This

(1) Machismo and

Puerto Rican culture, (2) Gender roles and expectations,
and (3) Play and toys.

Afterward I compared and contrasted

these results with what I saw in the child‟s play episodes
regarding gender roles activities.

I integrate these data

and discuss and compare the findings in the final chapter.

Table 8: Parents‟ interview information
Participants
José‟s mom
(February 23,2009/8:00am – 8:45am)

Normita‟s parents
(February 25,2009/9:30am to 10:05am)

Diego‟s mom
(February 27,2009/9:00am to 9:30am)

Andrea‟s mom
(February 27,2009/11:30am to 12:00am)
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Table 9: Questions asked in the parent‟s interview
Questions
1) How do you define Puerto Rican culture in terms of gender
roles?
2) How do you see Puerto Rican culture defining gender roles?
3) Related to that, do you think that in 2009 we are different
from 1999?
4) At home, how does your son or daughter play?
5) What do you think about their play?
6) At home, does each one of you have an assigned chore?
both of you do the same?

Or

7) What kind of toys do you buy your child?
8) What would you do if someone gives your son or daughter a
toy that is generally associated with the other gender?
9) Anything else you want to add?
10) What do you think about this?
"I work, my husband works, I come home and I work. I clean the
house and I do laundry," said Maria, 30. "Someone comes over
and the house is a mess. They don't look at the man and think,
'What a slob,' they look at me and say, 'What a slob.”

Below I divide the questions/answers under three main
clusters: Machismo and Puerto Rican culture, Gender roles
and expectations, and Play and toys.

Responses revealed a

multifaceted matrix of parental beliefs, values, and
experiences, about culture in Puerto Rico, gender roles in
their families, and expectations for their children.
During the interview I wrote notes describing gestures,
circumstances, and related play episodes (which I describe
in the last chapter).

Each interview lasted about 30 to 45
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minutes and focused on the specific questions/answers.

The

complete transcriptions of these interviews are in Appendix
VII and the demographic parents‟ information are in
Appendix VIII.

First main cluster:

Machismo and Puerto Rican culture

The interview began with a discussion of Puerto Rican
culture and how the way we act is culturally embedded.
Three questions were: 1) How do you define Puerto Rican
culture in terms of gender roles? 2) How do you see Puerto
Rican culture defining gender roles? and 3) Related to the
above, do you think that in 2009 we are different from
1999?
It was clear that “machista” attitudes and practices
are embedded in the culture. All the participants‟ answers
were consistent with the notion. Parents tended to blame
culture as a way to justify the status quo of gender
inequality (Dabby & Poore, 2007). Since the term “machista”
or “machismo” was frequently mentioned during the
interviews, it is important to clarify and define the
concept.
Noland (2008) defined “machista” as the belief that
women are inferior to men. Faulkner (2003) noted that
“machismo” refers to the social expectations for men and
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that “marianismo” refers to the social expectations for
women.

In a Catholic society like Puerto Rico, María

(Jesus‟ mother) is an idea to emulate and the term
“marianismo” derives from María. Faulkner (2003) showed in
her study of 31 young adult Latinas (Puerto Rican,
Dominican, and Cuban) how feminine ideals are represented
by modesty, virtue, and faithfulness.

And Emmers-Sommer

and Allen (2005) argued that machismo is highly ritualized,
with identified gender roles that pressure men to fulfill
social demands and expectations, including the control and
domination of female partners.

Related to this thematic

thread in my interviews with the case parents, they
responded:
José‟s mom: In Puerto Rico, regardless of everything, we
have a very “machista” culture.
boys?

That we divide girls from

Yes, we do that.

Diego‟s mom: In Puerto Rico we have “machismo” and it is
there, present in everything.
based on that.

The way we raise our kids is

Boys play with cars and girls with dolls.

Normita‟s dad: Here in Puerto Rico we can see some
stereotype behaviors and yes, we can call it “machismo”.
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Andrea‟s mom:

This is a very “machista” culture, everyone

knows that. What we can do?

Noland (2008) reported that “machismo” is an
overwhelming cultural force in Puerto Rican society. This
was evident in each parent‟s responses.

And although each

thought that we are in a cultural transition process, some
were more cautious or more reluctant to admit or endorse
this view than others.
Andrea‟s mom: Yes, we are different now; we have more
opportunities in terms of jobs.
the house.

Now husbands help more in

For example my husband washes the dishes, mops

the floor, etc.

Normita‟s dad: Yes, we can say we are different.

Now women

have more opportunities and men do more around the house.
And it is ok.

José‟s mom: Ehh, I would tell, fifty/ fifty.

At least at

my home I encourage a lot that a man has to do chores also.
This is not a matter of gender, you know? A man can do the
dishes and wash the clothes, at least at my house.

I

encourage José to do that.
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Diego‟s mom: Well, I guess but I am not sure how much. We
are moving toward a transition.

Related to these findings, Cofresí (199) presented in
her article evidence that confirms that women in Puerto
Rico still adhere to traditional roles; but there is also
evidence that traditional patterns of behavior coexist with
more democratic or modern practices, in which Puerto Rican
women's definitions of self and their corresponding
orientation toward care and responsibility are changing.
An example of this could be seen in Andrea‟s mom response:
“I do a lot of things at home but my husband washes the
dishes, mops the floor, folds clothes, and so on”.
These findings suggest that Puerto Rican women are
changing in their adherence to traditional gender roles in
a time of cultural transition. She also explained that even
though earlier research supports the idea that gender-role
expectations are changing for Puerto Rican women, there is
also data that implies that some aspects of gender-role
expectations have remained the same (Cofresi, 1999). To
illustrate, Diego‟s mom said, “Moms need to work in
something that doesn‟t affect the family. If you have a job
that is interfering or is too demanding, you need to change
jobs”.
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Second main cluster: Gender roles and expectations
The interview continued exchanging ideas about how
expectations at home are different for a woman and a man
because of the assigned gender roles in our society.

I

used the following questions as guides: 1) At home, each
one of you has an assigned chore?

Or both of you do the

same? and 2) What do you think about this: "I work, my
husband works, I come home and I work. I clean the house
and I do laundry," said Maria, 30. "Someone comes over and
the house is a mess, they don't look at the man and think,
'What a slob,' they look at me and say, 'What a slob.”

Diego‟s mom: At home I tried to teach him that house chores
are not a man or woman thing.

Each one can do it.

But,

because he is too young I don‟t put him in charge of
anything, I do it all, but encourage him to see what I am
doing for him to learn.

My concern with that response is that the mom is
letting her son see what she is doing for him to learn, but
he is probably learning that the woman is the one who
should do things around the house.

The best way to learn

is actually doing. The mom does not let the son do, just
look.
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Normita‟s dad: It shouldn‟t be that way, but it happens.
But if people see the backyard being a mess, they would
call me slob – said the father.

He was arguing that sometimes the gender roles
establish what the man should do also and how society
expects some things from men as well.
Another interesting comment from Normita‟s dad is
about house chores:

Normita‟s dad: For example, if I arrive first at home I
could start doing dinner or washing the dishes. It all
depends on who arrives first.

But, we have to be clear

that hard work, like mowing the grass or washing the car,
is definitively my job.

Although he has being saying how open they are about
gender roles and how they are equally divided at home,
during the last question he noted without any doubts that
some things should be done by a man.

Noland (2006) reports

something related to the previous comment, about how a 19year-old participant on her study said: “My father is a
little “machista”. He thinks that females are weaker. Women
are weaker; they are more vulnerable” (p. 287).
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Another aspect that caught my attention during the
interviews is that two of the moms mentioned the importance
of having well behaved kids.

Andrea‟s mom: If the girl is sick or if she needs
something, I am usually the one in charge of her. Although
I know he can handle it, I like to be in charge of her
needs. I also want her to be very well-behaved.

Diego‟s mom: The family is first and it is the only way to
raise a well-behaved child.

Two studies investigated how important is this topic
of childrearing for Puerto Rican parents.

In the first

study, Harwood, Miller, and Lucca (1995) provided evidence
that Puerto Rican mothers were concerned that their
children engage in appropriate relatedness, especially with
regard to being "educado," or well behaved. In the second
study, Noland (2006) found how important is “simpatía”
(sympathy) and “respeto” (being respectful), as salient
cultural values among Latino/a groups. These values are a
pattern of social interactions that promote smooth,
pleasant, and respectful social relationships.
Based on the mothers‟ responses, I found that they
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were clear about how they as women are in charge of the
family and in charge of raising well-behaved children. I
concluded that the four parents believe that if they
maintain some stereotype gender roles perpetuating the
status quo, they could attain their goals of having what
society expects from their children.

They consider that

their responsibility and it outweighs endorsing gender
equity.

Third main cluster: Play and toys
The last topic from the parents‟ interviews is their
views and beliefs about play and toys.

The questions were:

1) At home, how does your son or daughter play?2) What do
you think about their play? 3) What kind of toys do you buy
your child? 4) What would you do if someone gives your son
or daughter a toy that is generally associated with the
other gender?
The preschool years are the years when children play
the most and are the years in which children increasingly
understand themselves as part of a social world (Frost, et
al, 2008).

As previously indicated, the favorite classroom

play area for the four cases (as well as the other
children) was the dramatic play area.

Their children were

involved in role-playing in which they tend to imitate
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their parents and recreate their real-life experiences
(Frost, et al, 2008).

Chapter IV presents some of my

observations about children playing, and through these
interviews I explored how the parents viewed their children
playing and what captures their attention.
Andrea‟s mom: Andrea has a lot of dolls and likes to dress
like me.

She is always trying to use my high heels and

accessories.
Diego‟s mom: He likes sports.

He wanted to be on a

baseball team, and then he didn‟t want to be there, so I
took him out.

But I am going to try to put him again this

next year.

Normita‟s mom: She loves to play.

She could spend hours

playing with her Barbies and dressing like one.

One day I

entered her room and she was all dressed up, dancing.

Jose‟s mom: He also likes to play with cars and video
games.

He makes car sounds and uses the floor as a road.

It is very clear how, as Mouritsen (1999) in Factor
(2009) said, “children play everywhere…and they play
differently everywhere”.

As we saw, the four cases play

like any other preschooler:
play at home.

they play at school and they

The focus of my research is what we can
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learn from observing those play episodes.

Through these

interviews I could have an idea of their play at home. For
example, we can see how Andrea and Normita are being
encouraged and celebrated for playing with dolls, while
Diego‟s mom is trying to push him to play baseball.
In terms of toys, Elkind (2007) explained how
societies encourage girls to play with dolls, anticipating
some aspects of their adult roles.

In the same way, boys

all over the world play with “toy replicas of tools and
weapons used by men of their society” (p. 24). This is
reflected in some of the parents‟ responses:

Andrea‟s mom:

Andrea has girl‟s toys of course!

I am not

going to buy her boy‟s toys!

José‟s mom: Ohhh, well, boy‟s toys of course.

But if he

wants to play with a doll for example, I am not going to
say “Don‟t do that”.He is going to be a father someday and
he needs to learn to deal with babies.

But I don‟t expect

him to playwith a doll for a long period of time.

In terms of what happens if someone gives their children a
toy that is usually associated with the other gender, they
responded:
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Normita‟s dad: I wouldn‟t like that.

She is a girl so she

deserves girls‟ toys, don‟t you think?

José‟s mom: I would think that the person made a mistake,
you know, usually old people can make a mistake.

And he

would said “that‟s a girl‟s toy”.

Based on their responses regarding toys and play, it
is evident that stereotyped gender roles and expectations
are deeply ingrained.

I was able to perceive that although

parents are clear about the importance of gender equity and
social justice in terms of gender, they keep perpetuating
the same stereotyped roles that are normal to them.

Normita‟s dad: But we have to be clear, the hard work, like
mowing the grass or washing the car, is definitively my
job.

I am not going to allow my wife or my daughter to do

that.

It was very interesting to hear what the parents said.
They are aware of the expectations of this new generation.
For example, when I asked about toys, José‟s mom answered:

José‟s mom: Ohhh, well, boy‟s toys of course.

But if he

wants to play with a doll for example, I am not going to
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say, “Don‟t do that”.He is going to be a father someday and
he needs to learn to deal with babies.

They know what they should say and I think they believe
that they are doing that. For example, when Jose‟s and
Andrea‟s moms were adding some comments at the end, they
valued dad‟s role at home, but they preferred to be in
charge.

Andrea‟s mom: If she is sick or if she needs something, I
am usually the one in charge of her.

Although I know he

can handle it, I like to be in charge of her needs.

Jose‟s mom: House chores have to be shared between parents
but moms are better making decisions regarding kids.

Although parents were trying to be more open to change,
like in the previous examples, traditional gender beliefs
and behaviors were prevalent among them. Their actions,
some other answers, or their kids‟ play episodes, conspire
to suggest that we need to do a lot more in terms of gender
equity in Puerto Rico.

The parents‟ interviews shed some

light on how members of groups come to believe in certain
social facts that lend order to everyday life.
The next section will add the teacher‟s voice in how
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gender roles are embedded in her classroom.

Step seven:
Teacher‟s interview
Method of data collection #5

The teacher was a key element and presence throughout
the research process because we usually discussed my daily
observations.

This provided a broader perspective of each

one of the four cases.
The in depth interview with her was done at the end of
the research period.

That data was compared and contrasted

with the data generated from the kids and the parents. I
asked the teacher the same questions I asked the parents,
but added questions concerning the clusters. I also asked
questions about what I saw in the play episodes regarding
gender role activities, and about what parents (without
mentioning any names) told me in their interviews.

I

wanted to obtain data that allowed me to infer how the home
culture could influence the school culture, perhaps without
parents‟ or teacher‟s full awareness. See Table 10 for the
interview questions and Appendix IX to complete
transcription.
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Table 10: Questions asked in the teacher‟s interview
Teacher

Questions

May22,2009 How does Puerto Rican culture define, have an effect on,
or influence what gender roles children express in their
3:15pm to
play?
4:15pm
Do you believe things have changed during the last ten
years in terms of how you see boys and girls at school?
Focusing on your students, do you see some stereotyped
behavior?
Why do you think is that?
And what happens with girls?

Do they play with blocks?

And boys, in terms of the Art area?
saw girls in that area.

Because I always

What would you do if you observe a boy playing all the
time with the same doll?
What about chores in the classroom?
Do they play a lot in the puppet area?
What would you do if a pre service teacher tries to
impose stereotyped behaviors s on the students?

As in the previous section, I analyzed the teacher
interview and found some recurrent themes that were
conceptually grouped in three main clusters: children‟s
roles in dramatic play, kind of play and colors, and
teacher roles.
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First main cluster:

Children‟s roles in dramatic play.

The interview began by conversing about how Puerto
Rican culture influences children‟s play.

I used the

following questions to guide the discussion: 1) How does
Puerto Rican culture define, have an effect on, or
influence what gender roles children express in their
play?; 2) Do you believe things have changed during the
last ten years in terms of how you see boys and girls at
school?
The teacher agreed with the parents about the
“machismo” culture that is evident in Puerto Rico and how
that affects how children act.

Teacher: We are seeing a lot of boys that are peeing in a
sitting position when you know, boys are supposed to do
that in a standing position.
Marisel: And do you think that is related to something in
our culture?
Teacher: That is another thing; with all the divorces they
don‟t have a man modelling at home.
Marisel: What do you think are the repercussions of this?
Teacher: I think that in some degree moms are encouraging
“machismo” for the boys to be more aggressive, manlier and
not like them (moms) because they are boys.

They need to
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rear boys and they don‟t have a dad to do that. I think the
moms are the one who perpetuate “machismo”.

With respect to women supposedly being the ones who
perpetuate males‟ roles and transmit certain stereotyped
gender roles, in Perez Jimenez, et al (2007) study about
gender roles among Puerto Rican heterosexual male college
students, one of the participants said:

“We are not in a male chauvinistic society that
women are trying to change, but rather in one that
women foster and maintain…it‟s really rare that you
go out with a girl who picks you up, open and closes
the door for you.

It is unheard of for a girl to

get up to offer you her seat” (p. 367).

At this point, it is important to point out some
statistics from Puerto Rico Bureau for the Defence of Woman
Office.

According to their data, women constitute 52% of

the Puerto Rican population, 32% of households in Puerto
Rico have a woman in charge (without a husband), and the
average salary for men is higher than the average salary
for women. Related to that, the teacher commented:
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Teacher: Well, I think that what is happening is that we
are in a process of change in our Puerto Rican society.
Marisel: Why do you think that?
Teacher:

Women are assuming other responsibilities and

they are not being recognized for that.
Marisel: But, why do you say that women are not being
recognized?
Teacher: Women don‟t have the standing, but they have more
responsibilities…moms reassuming responsibilities that were
men‟s responsibilities.
Marisel:

Would you please elaborate?

Teacher: Ok, I see a changing process, but it is very
gradual, and it is as if we are running two systems at the
same time.
Marisel:

What systems?

Teacher: In one system mom is assuming her traditional
responsibilities, but at the same time she has a lot of
other situations that she didn‟t have before, when she was
a staying-at-home wife. The change that I am observing is
that women have more responsibilities, not less.

In a personal communication (July 24, 2009, 10:45am)
with Attorney Denise Vázquez, she expressed similar
concerns about how the women movement seeking gender
equality in Puerto Rico was not concomitant with the
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expectation of males assuming more domestic
responsibilities.
Based on the previous, I can summarize that women in
Puerto Rico are more independent professionally, are
working more outside the house, are taking care of their
finances, and on top of that, they are in charge of the
house and everything in it, fulfilling the Puerto Rican
expectations of what a woman should do.

That is also what

the girls are reflecting in their play.

The teacher

described a gradual change in the girl‟s attitudes in the
classroom:

Teacher: Now, in the classroom you see girls with more
aggressive attitudes, there are more, and maybe, imitating
a little bit the boy‟s behavior.
Marisel:

What do you mean by that?

Teacher: Although being a boy doesn‟t justify being
aggressive, this society encourages that.

I am not sure if

this change is due to girls trying to seek equity in rights
and that‟s why they are trying to imitate boys.
Marisel: But how does this affect girls and boys in play?
Teacher: (Girls are) asserting themselves more, but when
they play, they assume the role of the mom and wait for a
boy to assume the role of the dad.
Marisel:

What roles?
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Teacher: Well, there, in their play, boys continue deciding
and influencing the decisions.

It is very interesting to see through the teacher‟s
eyes how girls have been changing through the years and how
the Puerto Rican culture changing process is affecting
them.

But in end it is also remarkable to see girls

playing and assuming a passive role and waiting for the
boys to take the lead. The teacher described an incident
during dramatic play with José and Andrea, which
exemplifies this:

Teacher: For example, one day I went to the dramatic play
area and saw Andrea lying down in the bed without saying a
word.

I got worried so I asked her what was wrong. She

didn‟t reply.

Immediately, José, who was sitting on the

rug playing with some cars, said…”No, it‟s that she went to
bed earlier.We are husband and wife and I told her to go to
bed”.

Again, Andrea didn‟t say a word.

When I asked him

what he was doing he said he was working.

Davies and Kasama (2004) expressed that “in much of
the same way that soldiers learn to obey their superiors,
Japanese children learn to assent to the dictates of their
culture” (p. 137).

Children in Puerto Rico are observing
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their context and they are using their play as a medium to
explore, practice, and reflect on what they understand is
going on in their culture. When children engage in pretend
play they can generate imaginary situations, inventing
roles and scenarios, and imposing “their own ideas and
meanings on places, objects, and people” (Spielberger &
Brooks McLane, 2002, p. 3).
At this point we can understand how valuable is play
as a window to observe children‟s views of the society they
live in. Girls are assuming very active roles, even
demanding their rights in the classroom when they like or
want to do something.

But in dramatic play or even in the

art area, they perform the mom act, with cell phone on one
hand while cleaning the floor with the other, and
alternately taking care of the baby, finish cooking, and
serving dinner. In the meantime, the boys were all dressed
up with their suitcases or police costumes, “working”.

Not

even once during my observations, did a girl describe
herself as being “working”. That is what they are observing
at home and that is the predominant dynamic in Puerto Rican
society.
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Second main cluster: Kind of play and colors
The interview continued by sharing ideas about
different kinds of play and stereotyped colors between
children.

I asked the following questions to direct the

interview: 1) Focusing on your students, do you see some
stereotyped behavior? 2) And what happens with girls?

Do

they play with blocks? 3) And boys, in terms of the Art
area?

Because I always saw girls in that area; 4) Do they

play a lot in the puppet area?
Since the first day I arrived at the Center I observed
where the children were playing and I noticed that in the
dramatic play area they all played together, but in the art
and blocks areas they were segregated.

I asked the teacher

about the art area in particular:

Teacher: Mainly the girls are the ones who go there, boys
are not interested.

You have to invite them for them to

go.

It is important to remember that the art area was the
girls‟ favorite place to create jewellery, plan
Thanksgiving parties, and to make food with modeling clay.
The blocks area was different, that was a boy‟s area and
one of the things they liked to do was build weapons:
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Teacher: Another thing is that boys build weapons with
whatever they find.

Even if they find a piece of a wooden

puzzle, they use it as a weapon.
Marisel:

Girls do that also?

Teacher: That is something you see only in boys.

Girls

don‟t do that.
Marisel:

But do you see girls playing in the blocks

area?

Teacher: If girls play in the blocks area it‟s doing
castles and playing with princesses. That play is very
stereotyped in terms of what they do.
Marisel:

What do you think is the reason?

Teacher: That is due in part to the Disney commercials and
movies. I also believe that TV and the media in general
play an important role in the way the kids are; not only
parents and school influence.

Here obviously the media, as part of the culture,
influences a lot children‟s play. “Many children today
spend less time playing than children did in the past, and
when they do play, their play is often dominated by content
from TV” (Levin, 2002, p. 21). Although this could be true
in some play episodes, it is not entirely true across the
play range that occurs in the classroom. In my
observations, the Puerto Rican home culture was the main
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part of the themes in children‟s play.
Another characteristic the teacher pointed out was the
use of stereotyped colors in children.

There was a

discussion in the classroom about “Piglet”, a character in
the Winnie the Pooh stories.

Teacher: I have seen that a lot with colors.

This week we

were talking about Piglet, from Winnie the Pooh, and all of
them started arguing about Piglet‟s gender.

Everyone was

saying Piglet was a girl because it was pink.

In the

classroom we see that a lot, but also it is more pronounced
in boys.

In Puerto Rico it is culturally accepted that pink is a
girl‟s color. All the girls want that color:

Teacher: ...but the girls are the ones who want the pink
color.

If I am sitting at a table with a girl on one side

and a boy on the other, and I have a pink paper and a blue
one, the girl is going to coerce me to give her the pink
one.
Marisel: But why?
Teacher: Because for them that is the way it should be; not
because I think so, it‟s because the girls believe that.
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Third main cluster:

Teacher‟s role

The final main theme that emerged from the interviews was
the teacher‟s views and beliefs about her role as a
teacher. The following questions led the interview
discussions: 1) What would you do if you (as a teacher)
observe a boy playing all the time with the same doll? 2)
What about chores in the classroom? 3) What would you do if
a pre service teacher starts trying to impose stereotyped
behaviors on the students?
In the preschool years, children are developing a
great sense of their identities as boys and girls. It's
absolutely normal for boys and girls to want to engage in
"boy" and "girl" activities, but it's also vital to help
children see that classroom activities don‟t need to be
limited by gender (Miller & Booth Church, 2002). And this
is an important part of the role of the teacher, to try to
be aware of everything that is influencing children‟s play,
in this case Puerto Rican “machista” culture, and try to
create spaces to encourage gender equity and social
justice. Aedo, Cerda, Dintrans, Pizarro, Redón, and Romo
(2009) studied play in Chile, and Puerto Rico can be
compared with Chile in terms of the “machismo” culture and
the expectations “to create a man‟s prototype, a prototype
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of a very strong man and a weak woman” (p. 88). In Chile,
like in Puerto Rico, there are differences in the play
episodes of boys and girls and, Aedo, et al (2009),
concluded that this was due to the construction of gender
identity in a “machista” culture.

Similar to Puerto Rico,

Chile has a distinction of roles in which society gives
importance to the distinguishing characteristics of gender
for boys and girls.

Societal norms dictate what each

gender has to play and for appropriate-gender gifts. The
teachers in Chile were very concerned about gender
stereotypes and how children play. The teacher in my study
had this to say regarding this:

Teacher: My personal philosophy as a teacher is to put my
grain of sand in the changing process toward creating a
world with the same opportunities.
Marisel: Why?
Teacher: Nobody is better than the other; we just need the
same opportunities.
Marisel: What would you do if a pre service teacher tries
to impose stereotyped behaviors on the students?
Teacher: First I would try to guide her, because to begin
with, that is not the Center‟s philosophy. The Center
doesn‟t encourage stereotype roles.
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This statement suggests how important it is for the teacher
to facilitate and construct activities to promote the same
opportunities for everyone in the preschool classroom.
Another example of the teacher‟s role is what Davies &
Kasama (2004) discussed about work by Walkerdine (1981).
Walkerdine (1981) described how teachers could condone
boys‟ bad behavior because “that‟s the way they are” (p.
75).

The Teacher at the Center would not do that because

she was very clear regarding the concept of respect and how
to create a community that works for peace.
The teacher also expresses herself very clearly about
equity in gender, for example when children were arguing
about colors:

Teacher: I am the one who said, “colors don‟t have gender”.
Everyone can use any color. The ones who have gender are
animals and humans because we are born that way.

Jordan and Cowan‟s (1995) observations of preschool
children in Australia showed noticeable gender differences
in their play also.

Of particular interest, they wrote

about boy‟s determination to explore certain activities of
masculinity with which they were already familiar, like
guns, fighting, and fast cars. The assertive girls in their
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study attempted to assume power by acting the role of
mother, teacher, or shopkeeper.

Related to this, the

teacher commented:

Teacher: In that case (in case the boys or girls are always
playing with the same stereotyped toys or area), I would
invite them to participate in other experiences.

I would

try not to see that incident in a gender/sexist way. I
would expose them to new experiences.
Marisel: But why would you do that?
Teacher: That is the teacher‟s responsibility. But we need
to understand that we have our own prejudices also, and we
need to create a balance between what I personally think
and believe and try to offer different opportunities to my
students.

This highlights one of my central arguments.

The

majority of early childhood education teachers are women
and I have discussed in an earlier section that women are
mainly responsible for perpetuating “machismo”.

Teacher: Andrea is a very sexy girl and when we asked them
to put on their swimsuits, she appeared with a two-piece
one and lay down on the bed (dramatic play area) in a very
provocative position.
that swimsuit for her?

Who encourages that?

Who bought

Mom! And you know what José said?
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“Look how sexy is Andrea!” And they are only four years
old!!!. They are clear!

The teacher was very honest to accept that we all have
our own beliefs. But even though she was raised in a
certain way, she knows what to do in order to create gender
equity in the classroom, giving everyone the same
opportunities in appropriate ways. Developmental age or
level cannot be separated from gender and culture in ECE
policies and practices, as I will return to in the next
chapter.

Conclusion
In this chapter I discussed the last two methods of
data collection: the parents‟ and teacher‟s interviews. I
presented examples of how clear the parents are about our
reality in terms of a society that is not fair to everyone.
Although we focused on how women are treated in Puerto
Rico, the expectations that society assigns to men are very
prejudicial for them also. Perez-Jimenez, et al (2007)
showed the pressure men have and how the participants in
the study revealed a negative conception of those kinds of
behaviors and expectations. For example, “men bring home
the food, men should be as masculine as possible, men
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should always fight, men don‟t cry, men should exercise
control, men are more in control,…” (p. 366).
My interviews with the parents revealed their interest
in trying to move toward a more balanced society, but their
responses also showed that we, as a Puerto Rican society,
still have deep-seated gender differences in our culture.
The teacher was very enthusiastic and passionate about
her classroom and the way she is doing things there.

She

is aware of the cultural situation and her responsibility
in not continuing to perpetuate inequality.

As she said,

we are in a changing process, a gradual one, and it is
reflected in play:
Teacher: But, on the other hand, we see boys playing
assuming dad‟s role, but a gentler dad, helping with chores
and helping with the babies.

Years ago they only played

with cars and stuff. I have seen more boys in the dramatic
play area assuming the “new” dad‟s role.

However, she also acknowledges that because we are
reared in a culture with strong gender expectations, we
need to be conscious about that. We need to understand that
if we want to participate in any culture changing process
that has already started, we need to create awareness among
children, parents, and the community in general.
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Chapter VI
Making sense of all the data
Answering the research questions

This study focused mainly in two areas:
and gender roles in Puerto Rican culture.

play in ECE

The general

research question is: In what ways four year old children‟s
gender roles become apparent through play episodes in a
preschool center in Puerto Rico.

The following research

questions were addressed as subtopics of the general
research question:
1. What expressions of gender roles expectations are
reflected in children‟s play?
2. How does culture influence or impact the gender roles
decisions made through play?
3. Which are the boys‟ and girls‟ preferred activities
and toys during play?
4. How do parents perceive the culture (home, Puerto
Rican, family, etc.) in their children‟s play?
5. How does the teacher perceive the culture (home,
Puerto Rican, family, etc.) in her student‟s play?

Since this is an exploratory qualitative study,
chapters IV and V were dedicated to presenting the results
of data collected using the triangulation process.

Chapter

IV presents the results of observations of children at
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play, and their responses to structured activities and in a
focus group. Chapter V includes findings from interviews
with parents and the teacher.

In this chapter I discuss

the findings of the four children case studies as a
composite and in relation to the research questions.

Gender roles, culture, and play
In this section I will attempt to answer the
general research question #1: In what ways four year old
children‟s gender roles become apparent through play
episodes in a preschool center in Puerto Rico? I will
also try to answer the first two subtopic research
questions: what expressions of gender roles expectations
are reflected in children‟s play, and how does culture
influence or impact the gender roles decisions made
through play.
Observing children playing was the most remarkable
aspect of this study.

It was amazing to see how seriously

they undertook doing what they wanted to do. I observed
boys playing with boys, girls playing with girls, and
playing together.

One way to interpret these observations

is through Bronfenbrenner‟s ecological model.

This

conceptual framework provides one approach to begin to
answer the research questions.
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The preschoolers in my study are in constant
interaction with external factors, not only the teacher or
the family.

Bronfenbrenner‟s model posits the child‟s

development within the context of the system of
relationships that constitute his or her surroundings. As
discussed in Chapter II, the ecological model pictures a
set of circles in which the smaller one is inside a larger
one, which means that the four aspects of the milieu affect
how the child acts in the smaller circle.
The smallest circle or microsystem, which
represents the child‟s immediate experiences, is the
setting in which the child experiences daily reality.
This study focuses on the classroom (although
interviewing the parents gave me a glimpse of how the
home influences the observed classrooms activities,
specially play). In Puerto Rico, usually both parents
work outside the home. Accordingly, more young children
are sent to childcare and preschool centers at a young
age, thereby removing or diminishing the rearing
responsibility from parents or grandparents.
In Bronfenbrenner‟s view, playing, working, and loving
are the principal types of activities that characterize the
child‟s microsystem (Leu, 2008). In this study, I
concentrated on children play episodes. To be able to
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answer the research questions I coded the observations into
four themes that were recurrent throughout the entire set
of play episodes, structured activities, and focus group:
1. gender personal behavior, 2. gender tasks, 3. gender
clothing, and 4. gender family roles.
Based on Bronfenbrenner‟s writings, the four themes
observed in the inner circle or microsystem, are
influenced by the three all-encompassing circles of the
system. The relationship between the family and the
teachers at school are the mesosystem (Lytle, 2003).The
settings in which children do not directly participate,
like parents‟ work or mass media, are the exosystem.
And the ideologies and organizations of social
institutions in Puerto Ricoare the macrosystem (Rogoff,
2003).
In this study my data showed girls and boys
exhibiting the traditional and stereotyped feminine or
masculine conduct while playing. For example, while
playing by themselves, girls played with modeling clay
to create bracelets, rings, earrings, or fake nails. In
addition, in the art area they usually played at being
teachers, “Because we are girls!” (Andrea, December 5,
2008/10:10am).

And in more than one occasion they would

start screaming because they were afraid and needed
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help.
On the other hand, while playing by themselves,
boys would play with cars, making sounds of car crashes,
wrestle, or build helicopters.
When boys and girls played together, girls would
always act the roles of mother, daughter, and wife,
while boys enacted roles of father, husband, son,
firefighter, and policeman.

Never, in my four months of

observations, did I see a child cross the gender line.
Once I asked Andrea if she could you be the dad
sometime. She replied smiling and blushing, “No, because
I am not a boy, he is the boy!” And Normita said very
firmly, “NOOOO!!!!!

She is a girl!!!!!!!”

Another aspect of the gender personal behavior
theme that caught my attention while observing children
playing together was the gender power discrepancy.

For

example, on one occasion a boy tried to physically
impose himself over a girl while playing.

The girl‟s

response was that he should use words instead of
violence.

Another day a boy told a girl that she had to

do whatever he said because she was his girlfriend.
Sadly, that is characteristic of the Puerto Rican
“machista” culture.
In Puerto Rican society, those gender personal
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behaviors are the gender-based expectations for girls
and boys.

Children learn very easily “which behaviors

are valued, and as a consequence, boys and girls develop
diverging play styles” (Meire, 2007, p.58).
The gender tasks yielded findings very consistent with
the observations of the play episodes, in terms of the
culturally expected responses of girls and boys in Puerto
Rico. For example, the few times that girls were in the
blocks area, they built castles for princesses. In the art
area, their main concerns were to create food and placemats
for parties.

Boys were not allowed to participate in those

activities.
In another example, a boy was all dressed up in a
police officer uniform.

He was very proud to be an

officer, but suddenly a girl gave him a baby doll to hold
while she was cleaning the kitchen.

He took the baby in

his arms and was being very gentle with the baby doll.

But

as soon as he saw me watching him, he threw the baby doll
as far as he could and while touching his policeman cap,
said, “Done!”

He did that twice on the same day.

Obviously, he thought it was not appropriate for him to be
holding a baby doll. Again, play observations and gender
tasks converge to show how entrenched is gender in the
child‟s mind and actions.
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Gender clothing was also very interesting to watch.
Four-year-old children‟s ideas are very concrete. This is
why their understanding of gender is narrow and restricted
to behavior and physical appearance.

As discussed in

Chapter IV, in Puerto Rican culture clothing and
accessories are very important; community and media make
this very clear.

It was very easy to see the girls paying

so much attention to their appearance, not only while
playing, but generally at school as well. All of the ten
girls in the classroom had ponytails and wore laces,
earrings, and bracelets. And when they had a special day
without uniforms, they dressed very feminine and were proud
to be and feel pretty.
In terms of play, when the play period began, they
would run to the closet in the dramatic play area and look
for high heels, long dresses, necklaces, and earrings.
Then, and only then, they would start playing.

Boys would

dress up like firefighters, police officers, or astronauts.
Never did a girl dress up like a firefighter, police
officer or astronaut; and never would a boy dress up in
women‟s clothing, not even as a joke.
Finally, observing the gender family roles in children
play demonstrated how family traditions in Puerto Rico are
embedded in children‟s thinking. Through role-playing
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children are allowed to practice or experiment with gender
expectations about appropriate behaviors.

Consequently, in

dramatic play, girls would always imitate their mothers.
After dressing up, they would clean the house, pat the
baby, use the cell phone, plan and organize family
gatherings, always placing the family needs before theirs.
They did not experiment much or depart from normative
behavior and they were always proud to call themselves
“Mom”.

“I am the Mom!”

One incident that exemplifies the above occurred on
November 24,2008 at 10:30am, when everyone started yelling
there was a fire in the house and ran to hide. Everyone
except Normita.

In her high heels and with a broom in

hand, she said very calmly, “You go first, I can‟t leave
the kitchen now, I am cleaning and I need to finish”.
Boys, on the other hand, were in charge of going to
work outside the house and buy milk for the baby.
Interestingly and ironically, in real life, moms are going
out to work too.

But it is this hidden and often not so

hidden expectation that the woman‟s real or central job is
in the house and the man‟s work is outside.
Canales-Guzman (2008) discusses the work by Fabes et
al, (2003) in which they proposed that teachers should
encourage cross-gender play to promote less gender160

stereotyped activities.

During my observations in the

dramatic play area I observed cross-gender play (girls and
boys playing together), but it did not circumvent
stereotyped behaviors. On the contrary, what caught my
attention was the way the girls and the boys perpetuated
what they thought was expected from them. However, the
teacher reported that in other areas or situations, girls
were more assertive and even dominant, but not in dramatic
play!
This finding is important and requires careful
interpretation.

Based on my observations and parents‟ and

teacher‟s interviews, I can infer that kids generate
meanings, constructing knowledge of societal norms and role
expectations.
of this.

Girls in particular appear to be very aware

They observe how mom is very hard working in her

job, using the cell phone in the car on the way home,
resolving work related issues and talking about that.

But

when they get home, their roles change to a domestic one,
in which they need to take care of the house, children,
pets; basically taking care of other‟s needs over their
own.

And in some cases, if there is a dad, he doesn‟t have

so much responsibility in household chores.

I believe that

is why girls are assuming different roles depending on what
area of the classroom they are playing.

They perceive the
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dichotomy in their moms‟ life.
situationally specified.

Female assertiveness is

The most traditional is least

open to change.
Based on Bronfenbrenner‟s theory then, play styles
are being influenced by relationships among the family,
parents‟ work, mass media, and the prevailing cultural
ideologies.
To summarize the first research question, gender
roles are very apparent in children play because
children demonstrate what they believe the culture
expects from them. These results are consistent with the
concept of gender roles as those behaviors and ways of
thinking that distinguish men and women.

To these

children, gender roles are normative expectations formed
by a process of social interactions with family, peers,
religion, media, and the educational system.

“These

institutions exert different influences during certain
periods of time in the process of human growth and
development” (Perez Jimenez, et al, 2007, p. 372).
In the next section I will discuss the third sub
question, what are the boys‟ and girls‟ preferred
activities and toys during play?
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Girls and boys preferred activities and toys
As previously indicated, four years old children know
what society expects from them in terms of gender roles.
Peers, family and educators are part of those gender
constructions (Canales-Guzman, 2008).

By observing

children, talking with them, and doing structured play
activities with them, I was able to understand what they
really like to do while playing and how that relates to
gender social expectations.
To facilitate the analysis of this section, I will use
Super and Harkness‟ developmental niche theory, which
consists of three subsystems that work concurrently as a
larger system.

Super and Harkness (2002) describe those

subsystems as the physical and social settings, the
culturally regulated customs of child rearing, and the
psychology of the caretakers. Those subsystems are posited
as being mediators between the child‟s daily experiences
and the larger culture (Super & Harkness, 1997).

This is a

useful lens to examine my results here.
The first subsystem describes the physical and social
setting, which in this case is the preschool center where I
did my study. Super and Harkness (1997) explained how such
a setting is important in shaping what the child does in
the setting through the kinds of activities that the
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setting promotes. The second subsystem consists of the
culturally regulated customs of childcare.

These are

implemented by parents and teachers who tend to preserve
the culture without being consciously aware of it (Lytle,
2003).The third subsystem is based on the beliefs,
expectations, and goals of the person taking care of the
child, in this case the parents and the teacher.

Their

beliefs about play determine what play opportunities they
provide or allow for children, for instance.
When children play, they often imitate the adult roles
that they observe.

They practice social roles in which

they may later participate (Rogoff, 2003). Let us now think
in terms of developmental niche.
For the first subsystem I will focus on the children‟s
favorite play area: “the kitchen”(they always called the
dramatic play area “the kitchen”).

During the play period

children‟s cross-gender play takes place mainly in the
dramatic play area.
they wanted.

Their children were free to act as

“They work out the scripts of everyday life,

adult skills, roles, beliefs and values as they play”
(Rogoff, 2003, p. 298).
Related to Super and Harkness‟ physical and social
settings, I observed one of my favorite play episodes (also
described in Chapter IV).On (January 20, 2009/9:30am)
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Diego, José, Andrea and Normita selected in Assembly to go
to the dramatic play area.

It seemed as if they had

already planned that. They knew what they were going to do
as soon as got there.

The girls went directly to the

closet and started dressing themselves like mom and
daughter.

Diego and José went to the sofa area and started

doing something that I could not figure out.

Then, Andrea

arrived with a baby doll and asked if the crib was ready
for the baby.

José said, “I do not know where my tools

are! Look for them!” Andrea gave the baby to Normita and
went to the kitchen, opened the microwave and took out some
vegetables.

Then she gave the vegetables to José and he

started simulating as if he was using a hammer and nails,
hammering, putting together all the pieces of the crib
(which in reality were the pieces of the sofa). José, with
Diego‟s help, took a considerable amount of time using the
“tools” to put together the crib. José said, “Diego!
are my working tools!”

Those

When it was finished, Andrea put

the baby on the crib and all of them looked very pleased
with their work.

Andrea left the baby in charge of Normita

and went to the kitchen to start dinner while José picked
up all his “tools”.
In this episode we can also see the second system in
the developmental niche model, which consists of how
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culturally regulated customs affect play.

The four

children were imitating adults in a very gendered society,
in which dad does the hard work and mom is the assistant
who knows where everything is, and at the same time takes
care of the baby. Noteworthy too is that the teacher did
not intervene in the play episode.

This dramatic episode

represents a very normal and common activity for Puerto
Ricans anda very telling reflection of gender based
cultural expectations.

Moreover, this event reflects the

parents‟ and the teacher‟s beliefs, expectations, and
goals. This is how the third subsystem is embedded also in
children‟s play episodes.
Another example is (December 8,2008/9:30am) when José,
Diego, Andrea, and Normita were playing in the dramatic
play area and they decided to go to the movies.

José was

the Dad, Andrea the Mom, Diego the Uncle, and Normita the
daughter.

After Andrea and Normita were ready (putting on

a long dress, all the available jewelry, and high heels),
José told them, “Mom, you have to take our daughter to the
movies because Uncle and I need to get to work”. Andrea
accepted this without any problem and José and Diego left
for work and sat at a table.

Super and Harkness (1986)

emphasize that play and peer relationships cannot be
understood without taking into consideration the external
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factors or systems that affect them.
The second part of this research question relates to
toys.

Toys play a central role in the lives of young

children and in this case are a very important part of the
physical and social setting that Super and Harkness
describe.

They inspire and motivate pretend play, the

developing of cognitive skills, and social play with other
children. Toys are also highly gendered (Blakemore &
Centers, 2005).
Although Blakemore and Centers (2005) reported in
their review of literature that there is evidence of some
change over the years in the direction of girls as likely
as boys to ask for cars and male dolls, and boys as likely
as girls to request clothing and educational toys, I did
not see this in my study. Boys played with boys‟ toys and
girls played with girls‟ toys, at school and at home
(including parents‟ answers).
One of the structured play activities I did with the
four cases was showing them different toys typically
existing in early childhood settings.

Their responses were

very gendered. Miniature horses and tools workbench were
exclusive for boys, (although one boy and one girl
considered that the “miniature horses” could be a neutral
toy, but their first answer was boys‟). On the other hand,
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“Barbies”, baby girl doll, baby boy doll, toy shopping
cart, and toy kitchen, were all considered to be
definitively girls‟ toys (with the exception of the baby
boy doll that Normita said could be neutral).

Regarding

this, in my interviews with parents, I found that they were
extremely gendered about toys also.

Their responses

suggested just how embedded indeed are the cultural gender
distinctions of toys.

Inevitably, even if unconsciously,

they are influencing their children‟s answers and play.
In the focus group with the children, I asked a few
questions related to toys.

Responses were very consistent

with what children answered in the structured activities
and with the parents‟ responses in the interviews. For
example, to the question, “What do you do if you see a girl
playing with a boy‟s toy?”, their responses were: “That is
wrong!” - “No, no, no, no! Only boys play with that!” - “A
girl should not be playing with that”. When I probed, “But
what would you tell her?”,they continued: “Things like that
are for boys, girls can‟t play with that.” - “That‟s like
that.” - “I would say, „That is wrong!!!!‟” - “They can‟t
play with girl‟s toys, Guacala!!!” (It is an expression of
repugnance!) - “If I see a girl playing with a boy‟s toy I
would say that she should not being doing that”. And
finally when I asked, “What do you do if you see a boy
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playing with a girl toys?”, they responded: “If I see a boy
playing with a doll I would say, „That‟s a girl‟s toy!‟” “That‟s wrong.” - “He can‟t do that because it is a girl‟s
toy.”
I find it very useful to interpret these data using
Super and Harkness as a theoretical framework because the
scheme helps clarifies how parents, the teacher, and
cultural customs, influence the physical and social
settings in which children play and engage in other
activities at school and at home.

Parents‟ and the teacher‟s voices
In this last section I will attempt to answer the
final subtopic question, how do parents and the teacher
perceive the culture (home, Puerto Rican, family, etc.)
in children‟s play?
Based on Rogoff‟s writings on cultural historical
theory, the data collected is easily classified in
relation to personal, interpersonal, and institutional
or cultural dimensions (Pramling-Samuelsson & Fleer,
2009). This helps to clarify my findings.
The personal dimension in this model focuses on the
child. Children in the Center loved to play especially
in the dramatic play area.

By focusing on the relations
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among the people around the children (peers, parents and
teacher for example), I employ the interpersonal focus
of analysis.

Subsequently, when I focus on the

children‟s surroundings, I have available the culturalinstitutional information that is necessary to be able
to interpret and understand what children are doing
(Rogoff, 2003).
With respect to the second category, parents‟
interviews allowed me to have a glimpse of my four
children cases‟ home life and parental expectations.
The parents were very aware of the rampant “machismo” in
our culture and they were clear about wanting to move to
a “more equal” society in terms of gender roles. But as
Canales-Guzman (2008) concluded from her study in Puerto
Rico, there are marked inconsistencies between what we
believe and what we say, what we want for our children
and what we do.
We can aspire that gender stereotyping be a thing
of the past, but at the same time, we want our kids to
behave according to Puerto Rican society‟s norms and
traditional values. For example, although Normita‟s dad
said that if he arrived first at home he would start
cooking or washing the dishes, he also made very clear
that the hard work, like mowing the grass or washing the
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car, was definitively his job.

He was not going to

allow his wife or his daughter (Normita) to do that.
Also, minutes earlier, when I asked what he would do if
someone gave his daughter a toy generally associated
with boys, he replied, “I wouldn‟t like that.

She is a

girl so she deserves a girls‟ toy, don‟t you think?”.
Parents expressed how much they like to see their
children play and reported play episodes at home that
were very stereotyped by gender.

One mom was concerned

because she registered her son (Diego), to be on a
baseball team and he did not like it. But she will try
again soon because “that is important”.
The teacher, on the other hand, was very open in
terms of gender equity in the classroom. Her personal
philosophy as a teacher is that it is her job to promote
the changing process toward a society with equal
opportunities for all. “Nobody is better than the other;
we just need the same opportunities”. To pursue that,
she gave children lots of free play opportunities
without intervention; she assumed an observer‟s role.
But she is also keenly aware that we live in Puerto Rico
and that society has strong stereotyped gender
expectations for girls and for boys.

For example, she

has to deal with the expectation of boys being
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aggressive and violent.

They are always building

weapons, while she is trying to create a community of
peace in the classroom.
The third focus of analysis is the culturalinstitutional dimension.

This category concentrates in

particular objects and processes in the setting that
reflects cultural institutions and customs.

The parents

played an important role in the center because the
Center‟s philosophy is to make the family and the
community part of the curriculum.

Because of that,

parents bring with them the gender biases that the
Center tries to eliminate.

For example, the Center has

an activity that each Friday a different student takes
home a bag with books to read with their parents.

A

very concerned mom told me that she was worried because
the bag the Center sent home was pink and she has a boy.
The teacher also mentioned the role of the media in
children play, as in the aggressiveness in boys and the
fascination with princesses and clothing in girls.
Nevertheless, the teacher strives to create routines
that promote spaces for children to develop freely their
capacities in a non-gendered setting (Silva, 2004).
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Conclusion
Socialization among preschoolers in Puerto Rico
reveals a society in conflict and in a slow transition
process.

Gender roles, values, and expectations held by

the family are deeply rooted in Puerto Ricans, and
preschool children‟s play episodes manifest that. Yet there
are some traces of change in girl‟s assertiveness outside
of the dramatic play area, and in statements by parents and
the teacher. But still, we have too much to do and
educators need to move toward more gender equity and social
justice-- although they have to do that moving against the
stream.

I have tried to represent a conceptual model

influenced by my findings.

See figure 3.

Figure 3: Conceptual model influenced by my findings
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Chapter VII
Conclusions and implications

Basically, I consider that the research questions have
been addressed and answered.

In addition, I was able to

confirm how essential it is to create awareness among ECE
teachers and parents, of the importance of play as a window
to understand cultural beliefs, values, and bias.

Thirdly,

I should emphasize the increasing insight of how all the
different psychological, social, and physical factors that
surround children are affecting them and the way they act.
Puerto Rico‟s society has traditional expectations for
each gender, which create the foundations for stereotyped
roles that limit equal opportunities for both men and
women. One of many consequences is that in Puerto Rico
single women, who generally have low incomes, head a very
large number of Puerto Rican homes. Another consequence is
that Puerto Rico has a serious domestic violence problem.
In addition, many responsibilities exist now for these
women in Puerto Rico in terms of working in and out the
house (Bureau for the Defense of Women Office, 2009).
With this in mind, my main interest in doing this
research was to explore to what extent the gender
stereotype in Puerto Rico was being embedded beginning in
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the early years and then start creating some awareness
about young children and gender equity. I think that if we
start providing this knowledge or awareness to early
childhood teachers and parents, we can begin to nurture
future adults to be more accepting of gender fairness.
This study, then, connected two areas:

play in ECE

and gender roles in the Puerto Rican culture. Why ECE?
Because these first eight years of life are crucial in
human development. Advances in research in how young
children grow and develop point out that the conditions and
experiences of early childhood have a permanent impact over
the person‟s lifetime (Bosch, 2001). Why play? Because many
of the attitudes and behaviors that children in early
childhood exhibit during play, mirror the values, child
rearing practices, and social structures of their home
culture.

Play performed as imitation of gender content

help form social identities.

We cannot expect the same

behaviors from children of different or even the same
cultural groups, but we can observe patterns that can help
teachers understand variations in play styles in the
classroom (Teaching Tolerance Project, 1997). Why Puerto
Rican culture? Because institutions like family, church,
school, and mass media exert a great influence on the
transmission and acquisition of children‟s gender roles
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(Pérez Jiménez, et al., 2007)
Sadly, research in Puerto Rico about gender roles,
play, and early childhood is practically non-existent
(Canales Guzman, 2008). I wished to contribute to this new
field and make an impact on parents, teachers, principals,
and others in the education of our children.

A background

point to my study or an underlying rationale was to promote
a clearer understanding of how crucial and critical are the
first eight years in the life of a human being in so many
ways, not least of which is sex role socialization, gender
identity formation, and gender-related attitudes.

I want

my colleagues to accept our responsibility in providing
joyful, constructive, hands on, and free play based
activities, that enable children to learn gender equity and
justice in a very natural way, that will also prepare them
to develop successfully through school and life.
The reason I chose a preschool center is that schools
as a system perpetuate what is natural and standard for the
majority group (Banks, 2002), and as such contribute to the
process of molding the adults in our society. A preschool
setting is very important in early identity and attitudes
formation because children spend a lot of time there.
Preschool space and time frames and allows for the
transmission of attitudes, knowledge, experiences, and
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values (Canales Guzmán, 2008).

My experience as a researcher
It was very enlightening for me to observe my fouryear-old cases while playing.
Puerto Rican cultural movie.

It was like watching a
In their play, they

represented everything that was normal to me, a woman who
was born and reared immersed in Puerto Rican culture.

In a

personal communication (July 30, 2009) with my best friend
and ECE teacher Jennifer Cockfield Pyles, she said “Normal
is what you know, what you live with day to day, minute to
minute”.

I was writing my notes while observing children

play and then I realized that we still perpetuate machismo
because it is normal to us.

I had to make an effort to

visualize what was happening in children play and the
implications of my reactions.

They were imitating their

families and everything about them.
As previously noted, Corsaro (2003) wrote about how
dramatic play permits kids to experiment with other-gender
expectations, giving them the liberty to defy doing
something as typically expected. I did not see this as
frequently as I expected during the four months that I was
doing the study.

Culturally it is not permitted or

considered highly inappropriate..

You are a boy or you are
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a girl, so no boy ever wore a dress or something related to
a girl, not even as a joke.

But, even though it was not

very common, (only few situations), there were some
children breaking away from the conformity norm. For
example, when the boy threw away the doll when I was
looking at him and when the other boy took a “girl” puppet
and the other boy called him on it. These are examples of
how children police or deal with gender transgressions.

Teacher‟s role:

Suggestions from the study

Teachers play an important role in the socialization
of children because, while teaching, they also pass on the
socially appropriate expectations and behaviors for girls
and boys. Teachers in Puerto Rico‟s preschools will have to
be prepared to criticize and remove the biased or dated
children‟s books, toys, and movies, and to identify persons
who can represent positive role models.

They will also

have to examine school practices and find different ones in
areas such as curricular activities or child management
(Bennett, 2003).

To be able to do that, teachers need to

have knowledge about cultural diversity (which includes
gender roles), history, and current events.

Teachers must

also be aware of their own prejudices.
I also want to stress the importance of parents and
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teachers working together to be able to move forward in the
battle for gender awareness and equity. Lawrence-Lightfoot
(2003) said in her book, “Families and schools are
overlapping spheres of socialization, and the successful
learning and development of children depends, in part, on
building productive boundaries between and bridges across
them” (p. xxiii).
A main motivation for this study was an attempt to
develop a more comprehensive understanding of the ways
gender roles operate systematically in early childhood
settings. I also wished to learn how play could be used to
foster equity and social justice.

Children like to play,

so by observing, focusing, and reflecting on children‟s
play episodes, teachers can use this as a tool to gain
cultural knowledge about their students and create a
classroom climate of equity and social justice. I now know
how hard and complicated this is and that is why it is
important to clarify and emphasize that this doesn‟t occur
automatically. The educators need to have an understanding
of what needs to be observed, focused on, and reflected
upon.

That‟s why it has been important to do this

exploratory study-- to estimate where we are and in what
direction we need to move. If we want to create equity and
social justice we need to provide children with the
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comparable opportunities and foster similar role
expectations for all.

In the desire for making fairer and

more equal opportunities, teachers can devise and implement
informal and intentional teaching practices that can
hopefully lead to a more social equity in classrooms,
schools and in society.
Parents at best are ambiguous about that goal and
even the teacher in my study seemed resigned to the status
quo in the area of gender play.

Further reflections on the findings
I love preschoolers and during the four months I spent
in the Center they were fascinating to watch. The findings
of my study regarding the context where gender role
socialization is taking place among preschoolers in Puerto
Rico point to a society in a slow transition process,
suggesting a culture wanting to change.

Gender roles,

values and expectations held by the four cases‟ families
were all very consistent with traditional Puerto Rican
norms, and children play episodes also manifested this.
However, based on parents‟ and teacher‟s interviews,
although it is evident that some elements of our culture
remain unaltered, others are changing little by little.
Gender construction is a process, and gender roles in
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Puerto Rican culture are being reconstructed as we speak.

My introspection as a researcher
At the end of this journey I can say that one of the
most important outcomes was developing self-awareness.
Through this process, I had to deal with my own biases as a
Puerto Rican woman reared in this culture.

While doing the

study I found myself thinking about how gendered I was in
my role as a teacher and as a mother.
Upon finishing this research and after a long
reflection, I realized that as a teacher I always tried to
protect the boys and I didn‟t expect much from them in
terms of helping in the classroom.

With girls, on the

other hand, I assumed that “they should know better”.

I

was stricter with girls than I was with boys.
I am a mom. My daughter sometimes says some things
that let me know that even though I am consciously trying
to rear her in a world in which equity between genders can
prevail, I am still perpetuating differences.

For example,

when I was growing up we were a family of five, my dad, my
two brothers, my mom and I.

The women in the family were

in charge of everything inside the house, everything
related to house chores. The “guys” worked outside.

Now I

find myself asking my daughter to wash her dishes and she
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points out that I do not ask her dad to do the same.
Before this research, I did not question or realize
what I was doing. But with this research journey I have
certainly developed a greater awareness about this. I truly
believe that the most important step to take in creating a
gender fair society is to become gender-cultural selfaware.

Strengths and limitations
All studies have strengths and limitations, and mine
is no exception. One of the strengths of this study was the
use of multiple data sources to generate information about
the four children.

This facilitates the analysis of the

information to answer the research questions.

Another

strength of this study was that it was a naturalistic field
study.

It added to the field knowledge about play, gender

roles, and ECE in Puerto Rico.

Before my study there was

very limited information about this, particularly regarding
using vivid descriptions of play episodes as a window to
explore children‟s cultural awareness.

Finally, the

research process developed awareness among the Center‟s
parents, teachers, and staff about equity in gender roles
topics.
In terms of limitations, since my study had only four
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cases, I cannot generalize nor sought to. I also was
limited by how I collected the data.

For example, parents

did not allow me to videotape play episodes.

I had to rely

on my field notes.
I also encountered four difficulties in carrying out
my research. First, because I was a student from one
university and doing my research in another, I had to apply
to two different Institutional Review Board (IRB) offices.
It took me three months to get permissions.

IRB is

stricter if you have children as participants in your
research.

Second, in Puerto Rico, issues related to

sexuality and gender roles are basically considered taboo.
Hence, explaining my study to the parents was a delicate
process.

I had to meet with almost every one of them

individually to explain my study, even though I had a group
meeting with all the parents at the beginning.

The problem

was, and this is the third difficulty I found, that the
majority of the pool of participants‟ families (enrolled in
the Center) were single-parent families or were families in
which both parents worked full time.

It was difficult to

have both parents at the meeting at the same time (if the
family had two parents).

In retrospect, not surprisingly,

none of the parents signed the letter of consent
immediately.

I had to wait until the parent who was
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present at the meeting explained the letter to the one who
was not.

Subsequently, the parents that were not at the

meeting wanted to meet with me.

As a result, I could not

start my research when I had planned.

Finally, apparently

because the gender topic is controversial in Puerto Rican
culture, most of the parents did not allow me to video
record or take pictures of the play episodes. I was not
able to do this as originally planned.
In a sense, all of this that transpired supports the
conclusions I have reached based on data I was able to
collect in my study proper. Gender is a sensitive topic.
There are strong traditions in the Puerto Rican culture
regarding this and the parents were cautious in agreeing to
get involved.

Then their interviews and children‟s play

observations corroborated the gendered picture that
emerged.

Suggestions for future research
After this study, I want to continue working to
improve the early childhood curriculum and to create
awareness with regard to the importance of play and gender
equity. There are several issues that still need to be
addressed in future studies.

First, how doing this study

in different parts of the Island could have similar or
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different results?

Would we find more “machismo” in towns

in the interior of the Island and less in the Metropolitan
areas? Does socio economic status affect gender bias and
beliefs as seen in play of young children?
We also need to examine more closely the subtle ways
in which Puerto Rican women may be perpetuating “machismo”.
This is important because women are the ones who teach in
the early childhood years. Finally, if gender awareness
courses or course work is taught at the college level,
could we help shape a new generation of teachers who will
stand against inequality?

Final thought
We must see ECE as part of the socio-cultural puzzle
to understand there is still much work to be done in terms
of developing equity awareness. But it is our
responsibility to work with the ECE part of the puzzle and
use play to be able to move one step closer for children
and adults to fully understand the importance of boys and
girls having the same opportunities.
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Appendix F:
Transcription focus groups
Questions

Andrea

Do you like
to play?
Why do you
like to
play?
Where do
you like to
play at
school?
(All at the
same time)
Why do you
like to
play in the
kitchen
area?

Yes!

Answers
Normita
José

Diego

I am an
expert!
Because I
like it!

Yes!

Yes!

It is fun
exciting!

It is fun
to play!

Kitchen

Kitchen

Kitchen

Kitchen

I like it
too! There
is also a
mirror and
a bed.

There is a
bed and
shoes

There are
tables and
toys.

What do you
do in the
kitchen
area?
And why you
are not the
mom?

I am always
the mom!

We always
played moms
and dads!

Because
there are a
lot of toys
and I am
new here
and at home
I didn’t
have it.
I am always
the dad.
Angrily he
responded:
Because I
am not a
girl!

He is not a
girl
(almost
immediately
)

Andrea,
could you
be the dad
sometime?

Smiling and
blushing:
Because I
am not a
boy, he is
the boy!

Hahaha!

Of course
not!
Because I
am a boy
and boys
never could
be moms!
Moms have
long hair
and dads
don’t.

It is fun!

NOOOO!!!!!
She is a
girl!!!!!!!

Diego,
could you
be the mom
sometime?

What are
the
differences
between

Girls can
cook!

Dads can
cool too.

I am always
the dad.
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moms and
dads?
What other
differences
?

High heels.

I have a
dress!

Who would
you like to
play more?

I like to
play with
José, he is
always the
dad! And I
am the mom!

What do you
do if you
see a girl
playing
with a boy
toys?
But what do
you tell
her?

That is
wrong!

I like to
play with
my friends
Andrea,
Diego and
José. We
need moms,
dads,
brothers
and
sisters.
No, no, no,
no!

What do you
do if you
see a boy
playing
with a girl
toys?
Do you help
at home?
How? What
do you do?

Things that
are boys,
girls can’t
play with
that.
That’s like
that.

I don’t
look like
that…never!
!

There are
boy’s shoes
and girl’s
shoes.

Only boys
play with
that!

A girl
should not
be playing
with that.

I would
say, “That
is
wrong!!!!
They can’t
play with
girl’s
toys,
Guacala!!!
(It is an
expression
of
repugnance!
)

If I see a
girl
playing
with a
boy’s toy I
would say
that she
should not
being doing
that.

If I see a
boy playing
with a doll
I would
say:
That’s a
girl’s toy!
Yes

That is
wrong.

He can’t do
that
because it
is a girl’s
toy.

Aha

Yes

Yes

I help my
mom mop the
floor.

I help my
mom.

I help my
mom!

I help my
mom clean
my room.
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Appendix G:
Transcription parents’ interviews
Answers
Normita’s
José’s mom
mom and dad

Questions

Andrea’s mom

How do you
define
Puerto
Rican
culture in
terms of
gender
roles?

Oh God, very
very
“Machista”.
No doubt
about that.

Here in
Puerto Rico
we can see
some
stereotype
behaviors
and yes, we
can call it
“machismo”.

How do you
see Puerto
Rican
culture
defining
gender
roles?

This is a
very
“machista”
culture,
everyone
knows that.
What we can
do? Boys
doing what
boys do and
girls doing
what girls
are suppose
to be doing.

Woman in
Puerto Rico,
for example,
needs to
dress in
certain
ways. In
our house,
Normita’s
mom takes
very good
care of
herself in
terms of
clothing and
accessories
and all that
stuffs they
do. Normita

In case of
my son,
playing with
toy cars
appropriate
to his age,
let me see
what
else?...Doin
g everything
a child
should do
because is a
boy or a
girl. We
could also
say, in case
of a boy,
playing hide
and seek,
playing
basketball
like my son
does it at
home, and so
on.
In Puerto
Rico,
regardless
of
everything,
we have a
very
“machista”
culture.
That we
divide girls
from boys?
Yes, we do
that.

Diego’s mom
In Puerto
Rico we have
the
“machismo”
and is
there,
present in
everything.
The way we
raise our
kids it is
based on
that. Boys
play with
cars and
girls with
dolls.

If I
understand
correctly,
in Puerto
Rico we hear
a lot “that
is for boys
or that is
for girls”.
I am more
open to
that, Diego
has little
female
cousins and
they play
together.
And he can
play with
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is copying
that way and
that’s why
she is so
feminine.
Puerto Rican
culture
determines
how woman
should act
and dress.

Related to
that, do
you think
in 2009 we
are
different
from 1999?
Do you see
a
transition
process?

Yes, we are
different
now; we have
more
opportunitie
s in terms
of jobs.
Now husbands
help more in
the house.
For example
my husband
wash the
dishes, mop
the floor,
etc.

Yes, we can
say we are
different.
Now woman
have more
opportunitie
s and man do
more around
the house.
And it is
ok.

At home,
how do your
son or
daughter
play?

Andrea has a
lot of dolls
and like to
dress like
me. She is
always

Normita has
a lot of
Disney
princesses
and love to
play with

Ehh, I would
tell, fifty/
fifty. At
least at my
home I
encourage a
lot that a
man has to
do chores
also. This
is not a
matter of
gender, you
know? A man
can do the
dishes and
wash the
clothes, at
least at my
house. I
encourage
José to do
that.
He likes to
play
outdoors,
with his
cousins and
friends.

their toys
but he
should know
those toys
are theirs
not him. He
is very
clear about
that. Also,
like in
Christmas
for example,
if he wants
to play with
a girl’s toy
he can do it
but only for
a while
because that
is a girl’s
toy not
boys.
Well, I
guess but I
am not sure
how much. We
are moving
toward a
transition.

He likes
sports. He
wanted to be
on a
baseball
team, and
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What do you
think about
their play?

At home,
each one of
you has an
assigned
chore?

trying to
use my high
heels and
accessories.

them while
she is dress
like one.
She likes to
play with
her cousins.

Ohh, I love
to see her
play. She
is so sweet
with all her
dolls and
all the
stories she
create while
playing.
Like she is
the mom or
the teacher
to her
dolls. It is
very sweet
and
delicate.
I do a lot
of things at
home but my
husband
washes the
dishes, mop
the floor,
fold the
clothes, and
so on.
There is a
dad in the
house and he
can do house
chores also.
Andrea help
me with the
laundry and
time ago she
also helped
with the
dishes but
she was so

She loves to
play. She
could spend
hours
playing with
her Barbies
and dressing
like one.
One day I
entered her
room and she
was all
dress up
dancing.

He also
likes to
play with
cars and
video games.
He makes car
sounds and
uses the
floor as a
road.

We can say
that. For
example, if
I arrived
first at
home (dad is
talking now)
he could
start doing
dinner or
washing the
dishes. All
depends on
who arrived
first. But,
we have to
be clear
(dad still
talking),
the hard
work, like
mowing the
grass or

I am a
divorce mom,
so we are
only two at
home. José
and me. I
am in charge
of cleaning
the house
and he is in
charge of
taking out
the trash.
I don’t’
allow him to
wash the
dishes…he is
too young.
He has a
very short
age so when
I wash the
clothes I

then he
didn’t want
to be there
so I took
him out.
But I am
going to try
to put him
again this
next year.
I like him
to play
sports, it
is important
for his
health. To
mucho
obesity and
passivity
with all
those video
games.

At home I
tried to
teach him
that house
chores is
not a man or
woman thing.
Each one can
do it. But,
because he
is too young
I don’t put
him in
charge of
anything, I
do it all
but
encourage
him to see
what I am
doing for
him to
learn.
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What kind
of toys do
you buy
your child?

so messy
that I am
not letting
her doing
that again,
hahaha! But
she help me
more than
her dad.

washing the
car, which
is
definitively
my job. I
am not going
to allow my
wife or my
daughter to
do that.

took him
with me for
him to see
what I am
doing. When
I do the
dishes the
same. I am
familiarizin
g him with
house
chores. His
room, I let
him doing
something in
terms of
cleaning and
organizing
but because
of his age
he doesn’t
do that
well, so I
finish.

Andrea has
girl’s toys
of course!
I am not
going to buy
her boy’s
toys!

Normita has
girls and
neutral
toys, like
educational
ones. She
doesn’t have
any boy’s
toy.

Ohhh, well,
boy’s toys
of course.
But if he
wants to
play with a
doll for
example, I
am not going
to say
“Don’t do
that”, he is
going to be
a father
someday and
he needs to
learn to
deal with
babies. But
I don’t
expect from
him to play
for a long
period of
time with a
doll.

Boys of
course!
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What would
you do if
someone
gives your
son or
daughter a
toy
generally
associate
with the
other
gender?

Ohh, no,
that’s not
correct!

I wouldn’t
like that.
She is a
girl so she
deserve a
girls toys,
don’t you
think?

I would
think the
person made
a mistake,
you know,
usually old
people can
make a
mistake.
And he would
said “that’s
is a girl’s
toy”.

Anything
else you
want to
add?

If she is
sick or if
she needs
something I
am usually
the one in
charge of
her.
Although I
know he can
handle I
like to be
in charge of
her needs.

House chores
have to be
share
between
parents but
moms are
better
taking
decisions
regarding
kids.

What do you
think about
this?

That is
totally true
because our
culture is
like that.
People has
this idea
that is the
woman has an
unorganized
house is
because is
lazy. We
are still in

The first
time the mom
talks: I am
sure if
someday I am
not around,
for any
reason, he
would take a
good care of
Normita and
he would
make sure
she grow up
being a
girly person
like I am
doing now.
That’s
important,
you know?
It shouldn’t
be that way,
but it
happens.
But if
people see
the backyard
being a
mess, they
would call
me slob –
said the
father.

"I work, my
husband
works, I
come home
and I work.
I clean the
house and I
do
laundry,"
said Maria,

That is
totally
true.
Incredible
as is sounds
Puerto Rican
society
think like
that
nowadays.

First of all
is that
Diego is
going to say
“that is for
a girl”. I
always say
to him, say
thank you,
that person
made a
mistake.
And I would
give the
gift to a
girl.
Moms need to
work in
something
that don’t
affect the
family, if
you have a
job that is
interfering
or is to
demanding,
you need to
change jobs.
The family
is first.

Sadly in
Puerto Rican
culture
house
responsibili
ty is on the
woman’s
shoulder.
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30.
"Someone
comes over
and the
house is a
mess, they
don't look
at the man
and think,
'What a
slob,' they
look at me
and say,
'What a
slob."

a cultural
transition
process.
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Appendix H:
Parents’ demographic information
Demographic questions:
Andrea’s
mom
1. What age group do you fall
into?

41-50

2. What is your gender?

Female

Normita’s
mom and
dad
20 - 30

José’s
mom

Diego’s
mom

31- 40

20 - 30

Female
and
Male
Both of
them
Bachelor
degree

Female

Female

3. Please indicate your
highest level of education
completed:

Bachelor
degree

4. What is your current
marital status?

Married

Married

Divorce

Divorce

1

1

1

1

Girl
5 years

Girl
4 years

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Boy
5 years

Boy
5 years

5. How many children do you
have?
6. Girls ages
7. Boys ages

Bachelor
degree

Bachelor
degree
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Appendix I:
Transcription teacher’s interviews
How Puerto
Rican
culture
define, have
an effect on
or influence
what gender
roles
children
express in
their play?

Do you
believe
things were
different
from now in
terms of how
do you see
boys and
girls at
school?
Focusing on
your
students, do
you see some
stereotype
behaviour?

What do I think? Well, I think that what is
happening is that we are in a changing process
in our Puerto Rican society… where women are
assuming other responsibilities and they are not
being recognized for that. Women don’t have the
standing but she has more responsibilities…where
the mom is doing responsibilities that were
man’s responsibilities. Now, in the classroom
you see, for example, girls with more aggressive
attitudes, imposing themselves more but when
they play, they assume the role of the mom and
waiting for a boy to assume the role of the dad.
Well, there, in their play, boys continue
deciding and influencing the decisions.
For example, one day I went to the dramatic play
area and saw Andrea lying down in the bed
without saying a word. I got worried so I asked
her what was wrong? She didn’t reply.
Immediately, José, who was sitting on the rug
playing with some cars, said…”no, is that she
went to bed earlier, we are husband and wife and
I told her to go to bed”. Again, Andrea didn’t
say a word. When I asked him what he was ding
he said he was working.
I see a changing process, but it is very gradual
and is like if we are running to systems at the
same time. In one system mom is assuming other
responsibilities but at the same time has a lot
of other situations that she didn’t has before
when she was a staying home wife. In Puerto
Rico, the change I am observing is that the
woman has more responsibilities, not less.
Very different! Maybe, I can say that girls are
more aggressive; they are more, and maybe
imitating a little bit the boy’s behaviour.
Although being a boy don’t allow me to be
aggressive but the society encourage that. I am
not sure if this change is woman trying to seek
equity in rights and that’s why they are truing
to imitate men.
I have seen that a lot with colours. This week
we were talking about Piglet, from Winnie the
Pooh, and all of them started arguing about
Piglet’s gender. Everyone was saying Piglet was
a girl because he was pink. In the classroom we
see that a lot, but also is more focused on
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What do you
think is
that about?

And what
happened to
girls? Do
they play
with blocks?
And boys, in
term of Art
area?
Because I
always saw
girls in
that area.
What would
you do if
you as a
teacher
observe a
boy playing
all the time
with the
same doll?
Focusing in
the Puerto
Rican
society.
And what
about chores
in the
classroom?

boys. It is true we are seeing more boys
choosing pink colours and saying that they are
more like their moms and not like their dads.
That is weird.
I don’t know! We see receiving a lot of boys
that are urination in a sitting position when
you know, boys has to do that in a standing
position. That is another thing; with all the
divorce they don’t have a man modelling at home.
And one thing that I think about is in what
degree moms are encouraging “machismo” for the
boys to be more aggressive, manlier and not like
them. They need to raise boys and they don’t
have a dad to do that. I think the moms are the
one who perpetuate “machismo”. But, on the other
hand, we see boys playing assuming a dad’s role,
but a more gentle dad. Helping with chores and
helping with the babies. Years ago they only
played with cars and stuffs.
I have seen much more boys playing in the
dramatic play area playing as a dad. Assuming
the dad’s role.
Yes, but less than boys. And if they play is
doing castles and playing with princesses. That
play is very stereotyped in terms of what they
do. And that is because Disney’s campaign.
Principally the girls are the ones who go there,
boys are not interested. You need to invite
them for them to go.

In that case, I would invite him to participate
in other experiences. I would try no to see
that incident in a gender/sexist way. I would
expose him to new experiences. And that is the
teacher responsibility, but we need to
understand we have our own prejudices also and
we need to create a balance between what I
personally think and beliefs and try to offer
different opportunities to my students.

Here everyone needs to clean, and with the color
I am the one who said, “colors don’t have
gender, everyone can use any color. The ones who
have gender are animals and humans because we
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And in the
puppet area,
do they play
a lot?

What would
you do if a
pre service
teacher
starts
trying to
impose
stereotype
behaviours
in the
students?

are born that way” but the girls are the ones
who wants the pink color. If I am in a table
with one girl on one side and a boy on the
other, and I have a pink paper and a blue one,
the girl is going to force me to give her the
pink one. Because that is the way it should be
(not because I believe so, is because the girls
believe that). Boys, on the other hand could
want the pink but they don’t care.
No, they don’t play a lot in that area.
Another thing is that boys build a weapon with
whatever they find. Even if they find a piece
of a wooden puzzle, they do a weapon. And that
is something you see only in boys. Girls don’t
do that. That’s why we need to work in building
a peace community.
Andrea is a very sexy girl and when we asked
them to put on their swimsuits she appeared with
a two-pieces one and she laid down on the bed
(dramatic play area) in a very provocative
position. Who encourage that? Who bought that
swimsuit for her? Moms! And you know what José
said? Look how sexy Andrea! And they are four.
They are clear!
First of all I would try to guide her because
for a start that is not the Center philosophy.
The Center doesn’t encourage stereotype roles.
And also, my personal philosophy as a teacher y
to put my grain of salt in the changing process
toward creating a world with the same
opportunities. Nobody is better than the other;
we just need the same opportunities. I also
think that the media and the surroundings play a
lot in the way the kids are. Not only parents
and school influence.
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